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ABSTRACT 
ABSTRACT 
High Redundancy Actuation (HRA) is a novel type offault tolerant actuator. 
By comprising a relatively large number of actuation elements, faults in the 
elements can be inherently accommodated without resulting in a failure of 
the complete actuation system. By removing the possibility of faults 
detection and reconfiguration, HRA can provide high reliability and 
availability. The idea is motivated by the composition of human musculature. 
Our musculature can sustain damage and still function, sometimes with 
reduced performance, and even complete loss of a muscle group can be 
accommodated through kinematics redundancy, e.g. the use of just one leg. 
Electro-mechanical actuation is used as single element inside HRA. This 
thesis is started with modelling and simulation of individual actuation 
element and two basic structures to connect elements, in series and in 
parallel. A relatively simple HRA is then modelled which engages a 
two-by-two series-in-parallel configuration. Based on this HRA, position 
feedback controllers are designed using both classical and optimal 
algorithms under two control structures. All controllers are tested under both 
healthy and faults injected situations. Finally, a hardware demonstrator is set 
up based simulation studies. The demonstrator is controlled in real time 
using an xPC Target system. Experimental results show that the HRA can 
continuously work when one element fails, although performance 
degradation can be expected. 
Key words: high redundancy, fault tolerance, electro-mechanical actuator, 
classical control, LQG control, model reduction 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Across the engineering industry, there is a constant pressure on 
engineers to build safer systems with improved availability that 
are, ultimately, more cost effective. A carefully designed and 
rigorously maintained mechanical component can help to reduce 
the possibility of it suffering a fault. But it is impossible to reduce 
it to zero. When a fault occurs, a fault tolerant capability will be 
required by the system, which is capable of tolerating component 
malfunctions whilst still maintaining desirable and robust 
performance and stability properties [1]. Approaches have been 
applied in many industrial and aerospace systems, e.g. for jet 
engines, flight control, electrical drives for railway traction, 
automotive engine management systems, etc. Low levels of 
functional redundancy in sensors and actuators (e.g. triplex and 
quadruple) are typically used to provide the system with the 
capability of fault tolerance and, thereby, to ensure the safety and 
stability of the whole system. In this thesis these concepts are 
extended to provide a highly reliable actuator with high levels of 
redundancy which may well be timely from an industrial 
viewpoint. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Concept of High Redundancy Actuator 
The HRA uses a large number of small actuators to achieve fault tolerant 
operation ..• 
••• but which 
configuration Is the 
best? 
Fig. 1.I High redundancy actuator comprising actuator elements in several 
possible configurations 
The work in this thesis explores an idea in which actuators for high integrity 
and/or safety critical applications are provided by a system comprising a 
number of actuation elements, configured and controlled in such a way that 
faults in individual elements are inherently accommodated without resulting 
in a failure of the complete actuation system. A relatively high level of 
functional redundancy is used in this high redundancy approach, and it is 
motivated by the composition of human musculature. Human musculature 
can sustain damage and still function, sometimes with reduced performance, 
and even complete loss of a muscle group can be accommodated through 
kinematics redundancy, e.g. the use of just one leg. Fig I. I illustrates the 
concept schematically. As a high number of actuator elements are used in a 
redundant configuration, this approach is called a "High Redundancy 
Actuator" (HRA). 
26 
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In the HRA, a large number of actuation elements work together as a single 
actuator. Any individual actuation element would not have enough power to 
satisfy the performance requirements. Depending on the exact configuration, 
travel and force of the actuator elements are added up, and together they 
exceed the requirements by a certain margin (determined by the designer). 
Element failures will lead to performance degradation depending on the fault 
and the configuration. However, the dimensioning is such that the remaining 
actuators can still satisfY the performance requirements, so that the system 
remains operational. 
In some traditional approaches, fault tolerance is achieved at the control 
signal level so that such approaches are called fault tolerant control. The 
control algorithm engages fault detection and isolation units to monitor the 
controlled system, and when faults are found, the system and/or controller 
will be reconfigured using a backup channel(s) or different control 
algorithms to accommodate faults in existing channels. Some details about 
this technology will be introduced later in the literature review. However, it 
will be argued that such approaches present a potential problem: "Who will 
monitor the monitor?". In general such systems do not have any backup for 
the FDI and reconfiguration progress. The fault tolerant control can not 
accommodate faults in itself. 
In the HRA approach, fault tolerance is achieved in another way: by 
engaging a more complex mechanical structure rather than a more complex 
control structure. In some traditional mechanical systems, a small number of 
parallel actuators are used instead of a single actuator to achieve the fault 
tolerance capability. The HRA comprising both series and parallel 
configurations will be more flexible to meet specific requirements, more 
effective for fault tolerance (through redundancy) with a graceful 
degradation. Most importantly, because it comprises a relevantly high 
27 
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number of actuator elements, it will be able to ensure the system remains 
operational even if a certain number of actuation elements are blocked/faulty. 
The complexity in the mechanical structure will help to accommodate faults 
inherently but also could create problems with the controllability of the 
actuator. The challenge here is to achieve a balance between the two aspects 
to provide an acceptable performance with a reasonable cost. It might be 
argued that the system will suffer a higher probability of faults by 
complicating the mechanical structure. This is not the case. The HRA 
structure can reduce the possibility of failure of the whole actuator and 
increase the reliability of the actuator. It accommodates failures in individual 
elements as faults in the whole actuator until a certain level. From this point 
of view, the HRA can be called a failure tolerant system. By removing the 
possibility of failure in fault detection and isolation (FDI) or reconfiguration 
and accommodating failures in individual actuation elements, the HRA can 
avoid failing to finish its function and, in doing so, provides a higher 
reliability of the whole actuator system. 
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1.2 Methodology 
Whilst the HRA concepts are largely technology independent, it is assumed 
throughout the thesis that the HRA being considered is an 
electro-mechanical actuator. This choice is one of convenience as 
components are readily available for this type of actuator. Ultimately HRAs 
could be developed from a variety of actuator technologies. 
In order to verify the viability of the HRA approach as outlined above, the 
research described in this thesis spans three main areas: Concepts and 
Configurations, Control, and Demonstration. Each of these will discussed 
below. 
The first area is aimed at understanding what different configurations of 
actuation elements can achieve and what features and advantages different 
configurations can provide. This will be achieved through building up and 
evaluating simulation models in MATLAB/Simulink. As mentioned in 
section 1.1, the HRA will comprise both series and parallel configurations, 
hence individual (element) actuator models will be built up that can be 
connected in series and parallel configurations. These are combined to 
produce two by two network structures which are evaluated in simulation 
studies. 
The second area is aimed at verifying that a high redundancy actuator is 
controllable in both the fault free case and after several individual element 
failures. It is also desirable to quantify the performance levels and 
constraints imposed by this approach. Based on the models built, one of the 
two by two structures will be used for the controller design. Two design 
approaches, one classical and one modem control design, will be applied, 
with two different kinds of control structures (4 controllers in all). 
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Simulation results for the different designs will be generated under both 
healthy and fault injected situations. 
Finally, to verify the simulation results, a lab-scale high redundancy actuator 
incorporating four actuation elements was built. The first real HRA uses a 
two by two structure with electromechanical actuators and is controlled with 
a MATLAB/xPC Real Time Target system. As in the· simulation studies, 
several controllers were designed for this lab-scale HRA with testing under 
both healthy and fault injected situations. 
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1.3 The Contribution of the Thesis 
This thesis introduces a new approach to safety critical actuation. The High 
Redundancy Actuator comprises a number of individual actuation elements 
that will work together to accommodate failures in a certain number of these 
elements. The literature survey verifies that this approach is very different 
from existing fault tolerant control system approaches in that it engages a 
more complicated mechanical structure rather than a more complex control 
structure. 
The simulation studies discussed in this thesis provide initial verification of 
the controllability of a HRA under both fault-free and faulty conditions. 
They also permit judgements to be made about the best approaches to design 
of controllers for an HRA. 
The final contribution and most significant of the thesis is to discuss the 
demonstrator. The world's first HRA (albeit with relatively low levels of 
actuation elements) allows verification of the simulation results (both open 
and closed loop) and proves that it is viable to control such an actuator 
without recourse to overly complicated controller designs or indeed 
controller reconfiguration. 
A number of papers have arisen from the work described. Herein: 
1. "Assessment of Strategies for Control of High Redundancy Actuators", 
10th International Conference on New Actuators (Actuator 2006), Jun. 
2006, Germany 
2. "Modelling and Control of a Highly Redundant Actuator", International 
Control Conference (ICC 2006), Aug. 2006, V.K. 
3. "LQG Control of a High Redundancy Actuator", IEEE/ASME 
International Conference on Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics, Sep. 
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2007, Switzerland 
4. "Validation of a Two by Two High Redundancy Actuator -
Experimental Results", 11th International Conference on New Actuators 
(Actuator 2008), Jun. 2008, Germany 
5. "Modelling and Control of a High Redundancy Actuator", 
MECHATRONICS - The Science of Intelligent Machines, (review) 
6. "Experimental Results of a High Redundancy Actuator", Control 
Engineering Practice, (planned) 
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
The thesis is structured in the following way. An introduction to the idea of a 
high redundancy actuator has been given above. The next chapter (Chapter 2) 
contains a literature survey where existing approaches/technologies for fault 
tolerant control will be presented. The main body ofthe thesis (Chapters 3 to 
6) discuss the majority of the work mentioned in Section 1.2 (Methodology). 
That is, modelling, control design, simulation, and the demonstrator. The 
modelling study, Chapter 3, starts with model-building for an individual 
actuation element of the HRA, which is an electro-mechanical actuator, as 
well as some possible faults in the element. Then, series and parallel 
configurations will be modelled, and based on these models, two kinds of 
two-by-two grid structures including both series and parallel configurations 
will be given. The control design part will be located in Chapter 4, based on 
one of the two-by-two structures. A discussion of robustness will be firstly 
given, as well as an introduction of the control structures. Then it will 
introduce the design progress using classical approaches based on loop 
shaping method and modem optimal control approach (LQG optimal 
control). All the controllers will be tested and compared under both healthy 
and faults injected situations in Chapter 5, which contains the simulation 
part. The last chapter, Chapter 6, introduces the design and building up of a 
demonstration HRA control system based on the previous modelling and 
simulation study. The demonstration HRA engages a two-by-two structure 
based on electro-mechanical actuation elements, and the control system is 
set up based on a MATLAB/xPC Target toolbox. Both classical and optimal 
controllers will be designed for the hardware demonstration HRA, and 
results without and with faults injected will be compared. The thesis will 
finish with conclusion and some recommendations for further work in 
Chapter 7. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
As introduced in the first chapter, the ability to tolerate faults 
(fault tolerance) is one of the most important features of the High 
Redundancy Actuator. Through the ability, it helps to increase the 
reliability and availability of some safety-critical systems, which 
are substantial activities in the area of fault tolerant research. 
In this chapter, some background information about fault tolerant 
systems will be introduced, starting with an introduction to faults 
and the basic structure of fault tolerant systems. Some important 
technology will also be presented, including fault detection and 
isolation, control reconfiguration, and robust control. The design 
process for a fault tolerant system will be discussed. 
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2.1 Faults and failures 
Generally, a fault is something that changes the behaviour of a system such 
that the system no longer satisfies its purpose [2]. It could be blocking 
(lock-up) of an actuator, disconnection from power supply, or a wrong 
control action given by a controller. From a system level, faults can happen 
to actuators, sensors, the plant itself, and even a controller as shown in Fig. 
2.1. 
Actuator 
faults 
Plant 
faults 
Controller 
faults 
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Sensor 
faults 
•••• 
,/ 
Fig. 2.1 Classification of faults in a feedback control system 
Effects of faults will change the behaviour of whole system. If the system 
behaviour can be defined as a subset B on a space of all possible 
combinations of input (U) and output (Y) signals. Faults could affect the 
behaviour of a system from the faultless white set (BO) to a faulty grey set 
(Bt), as described in Fig. 2.2. 
u·y 
Br 
Bo 
Fig. 2.2 Effect to system behaviour 
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As described above, a faulty system remains operational but the system's 
behaviour is changed under an undesired way. In addition, since the system's 
behaviour has been changed, the original controller could not behave like the 
designed way as well. In contrast to this, a failure describes the inability of a 
system to provide its desired function, which means the system has to be 
shut down to avoid damage to machinery and human. Although a faulty 
system can continue to operate in some situations, faults could develop into 
failures to cause damage. With these notions, the idea of fault-tolerant 
control can be stated as follows: Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) has to prevent 
a fault from causing a failure at the system level [I]. 
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2.2 Fault-Tolerant Control 
Across the engineering industry, people are always looking for safe 
machinery. As described in the last section, fault-tolerant systems can avoid 
faults causing damage to machinery and human. Before talking about 
fault-tolerant control in detail, it is necessary to define several notions, 
including Safety, Reliability, and Availability. 
Safety describes the absence of danger [2]. A safety system is engaged to 
protect the technological system from permanent damage; more importantly, 
to protect people from being injured. It will enable a shut-down before 
damage is caused. 
Reliability is the probability that a system accomplishes its intended function 
for a specified period of time under normal conditions [2]. The reliability of 
the plant components is based on the design of the components themselves. 
Fault-tolerant control cannot improve the reliability of the components, but it 
can affect the reliability ofthe overall system. 
Availability is the probability of a system being operational when needed [2]. 
Performance degradation is acceptable. Redundancy and reconfiguration can 
help to raise the availability of a system. 
Dangerous performance 
Unacceptable perfor:ma::n:::cc_--------__ 
Degraded 
performance 
Required performance 
Fig. 2.3 Regions of system performance 
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Assuming that the system perfonnance can be described in a 
two-dimensional plane, then regions of different system perfonnance can be 
described in Fig. 2.3. A healthy system will be working in the region of 
required perfonnance. When the system is affected by a fault, its 
perfonnance will be degraded but the whole system is still available. A fault 
tolerant controller should be able to prevent further degradation of the 
perfonnance towards the unacceptable or dangerous regions and it should 
move the system back into the region of required perfonnance. Both 
unacceptable and dangerous perfonnances should be avoided by a 
fault-tolerant controller. Especially the region of danger must be prevented 
by a fault-tolerant system. 
A number of fault tolerant control theories are largely motivated by the 
control problems encountered in aircraft system design. Most application 
studies are based upon aerospace systems [1]. A typical application for a 
fault tolerant control system is the Airbus fly-by-wire system which is built 
to very stringent dependability requirements both in tenns of safety and 
availability with the tolerance to both hardware and software failures [3]. A 
classical architecture of the Airbus fly-by-wire systems is illustrated in Fig 
2.4. Redundancy is provided with five computers which are simultaneously 
active and each computer is divided into two physically separated channels. 
Failure detection is mainly achieved by comparing the difference between 
the two channels with a pre-detennined threshold. The control computers 
must be robust which means the detection parameters (threshold, timing 
difference) must be sufficiently 'wide' to avoid unwanted disconnections and 
sufficiently 'tight' so that undetected failures are tolerated by the computer's 
environment. After double or triple failures, when it becomes impossible to 
compare the data of independent sources, the nonnal control laws are 
reconfigured into laws of the direct type where the control surface deflection 
is proportional to the stick input. The whole process includes all the aspects 
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of fault detection and isolation system, robust controller, reconfigurable 
control, and supervision, which make the whole system very complex and 
suffer a bigger possibility of fault in each part of the system. 
T ... 
~~~~ds ~~ ________________________________ ~-/ 
Fig. 2.4 Airbus fly-by-wire system [3] 
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OUTED 
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Fig. 2.5 Boeing 737 trailing edge flap drive system [4] 
Redundancy can also be found in Boeing 737 trailing edge flap drive system 
which is explained in [4]. Four actuators are connected directly in parallel to 
each primary control surface, which can be found in Fig 2.5. Each actuator is 
synchronized and centrally powered. Shafting is generally designed to 
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withstand jam failures so that other devices are redundant safety features. 
Dual motors on the power drive units guarantee functional reliability on 
demand. But since all actuators are connected in parallel, one locked up 
actuator will cause a failure of the whole actuation system. 
In these applications, fault-tolerant control systems generally employ 
redundancy in the plant and its automation system to make "intelligent" 
software that monitors the behaviour of components and function blocks [5]. 
The overall FTC strategy is to keep plant availability and accept reduced 
performance when critical faults occur. 
fault 
FDI 
, 
L __ 
fault fault 
, , 
" , 
" , 
" , I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t ................................................. 1 •••• 
Supervision 
Fig. 2.6 Scheme of fault-tolerant control system with supervision subsystem 
[1] 
A general FTC scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The traditional approach 
uses a relatively small number of "control channels" to provide functional 
redundancy, possibly supported by analytical redundancy but almost 
invariably involving fault detection and isolation and sometimes 
reconfiguration ofthe control action. Four main components are included in 
the scheme: the plant itself (including sensors and actuators), the fault 
detection and isolation (FDI) unit, the feedback (or feed-forward) controller, 
and the supervision system [1]. The solid line represents signal flow, and the 
dashed line represents adaptation (tuning, scheduling, reconfiguration or 
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restructure). The plant is considered to have potential faults in sensors and 
actuators (or other components). The FDI unit is responsible for providing 
the supervision system with information about the onset, location and 
severity of any faults. Based on the system inputs and outputs together with 
fault decision information from the FDI unit, the supervision system will 
reconfigure the sensor set and/or actuators to isolate the faults, and tune or 
adapt the controller to accommodate the fault effects. Such a process is 
called reconfiguration. 
As an alternative to the structure shown in Fig. 2.6, fault tolerance also can 
be accomplished by means of well established control methods. Such 
methods, including robust control, are called passive fault tolerance [2], 
because the controller will not be changed under faulty conditions. 
6 Supervision 
2 
Robust 
Con:rol 
3 
econfigurable 
Control 
Fig. 2.7 The scattered areas of fault-tolerant control research 
Here, attention is paid to the following fault-tolerant control aspects: FDI, 
Robust Control, Reconfigurable or Restructurable Control, and Supervision, 
which are shown in Fig 2.7. The FTC engages one or more aspects 
(described as grids in the Fig. 2.7) to ensure the system operate safely. 
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Technologies and examples will be introduced in the section 2.2.1 to 2.2.3. 
2.2.1 Fault detection and isolation (FDI) 
Based on the fault-tolerant structure as shown in Fig. 2.6, the first task 
concerns the detection and identification of faults. The diagnostic problem 
can be defined as: Find the fault for a given I/O pair [2]. 
The first required step of a diagnostic process is the fault detection. In this 
step, it needs to be decided whether or not a fault has occurred. Three 
requirements have to be satisfied for system faults to be detected: the system 
must be monitored, residuals must be available, suitable thresholds have to 
be evaluated for all the residuals [6]. 
The condition monitoring process not only involves continually acquiring 
system characteristic signals, but also evaluating the health of a system and 
its components through the analysis and interpretation of signals acquired 
from sensors and transducers [7]. 
For this purpose, plant monitoring systems combine sets of instruments or 
sensors, connected with computer systems, to provide information about 
system performance and working conditions, as well as environmental 
information. After being acquired, characteristic signals can be shown and 
analysed under both time and frequency domain for an on-line fault 
detection purpose. Investigating the fault patterns and their features 
associated with various failure modes also can help people to build up a 
knowledge base for detailed fault source diagnosis [7]. 
The signal processing techniques used in [7] is actually a continuous 
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comparison ofthe system under analysis with the knowledge base of failure 
modes. The residual used here is generated by "analytical redundancy". In 
another example about the Airbus fly-by-wire control system which has 
been introduced in [3], fault detection is achieved by comparing the 
difference between the two channels inside one computer with a 
pre-determined threshold, and the five computers in the fly-by-wire system 
provide "physical redundancy" for fault tolerant contro!' 
From the examples, it can be found that redundancy is the only way to 
generate residuals which are based on the continuous comparison of the 
system under analysis with another system (or systems) characterized by the 
same behaviour and working in the same conditions. When this comparison is 
made among identical systems, it is know as "physical redundancy", on the 
contrary, when the comparison is made with whatever kind of modelling, it is 
know as "analytical redundancy" [8]. 
During the comparison, suitable thresholds have to be determined through 
experimental or simulation test. It has to be noted that threshold values 
mainly depend on measurement uncertainty and modelling errors, and 
strongly influence the fault detection. The higher the thresholds, the lower 
the fault sensitivity but also the lower the false alarm risk [6]. 
Residuals and thresholds may lead to the next step of the diagnostic process 
establishing: the fault location. The comparison between the active systems 
with the redundancy sub-system can help to locate the fault. Since this 
project is focused on the high redundancy actuator, some technologies used 
in the instrument fault detection and isolation (lFDI) systems is given in Fig. 
2.8 as introduced in [6]. 
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Fig. 2.8 Residual generation techniques [6] 
All these techniques are based on either physical or analytical redundancy. 
Physical redundancy based solution requires double or triple the number of 
identical sensors for each measurement. This method reduces the effectively 
of the FDI progress and increases the cost as well. The model-based 
redundancy approach is often integrated with physical redundancy or even 
substituted, thus reducing costs and dimension. But the model based method 
can not simulate all faulty situations so that some faults could not be 
detected in some situations. An example can be found in [9] about the 
fault-tolerant flight control system design. The IFDI system is based on the 
Robust Kalman Filter (RKF). More details about other techniques are 
explained in paper [6]. 
The next step of fault diagnostic is identification and fault estimation to 
determine the kind of fault and its severity. To achieve this, information 
about the faults and about the way in which the faults affect the system is 
necessary [2]. Not all faults can be distinguished. Sometimes, it's only 
possible to locate a set of candidate faults, rather than a certain fault with a 
given measurement configuration, because the measured liD pair may occur 
for all fault candidates. In this situation, no diagnostic method can remove 
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this ambiguity because the diagnostic result is caused by the system rather 
than the diagnoser. To solve this question, the monitoring system has to be 
changed by measuring different characteristics. 
The information obtained from the diagnostic algorithm is going to be used 
to activate the controller redesign. Techniques for reconfigurable control 
will be introduced in next section. 
2.2.2 Reconfigurable control 
One way to continually satisfy the requirements on the closed-loop system 
after a fault changes the controlled system's dynamic behaviour is to 
reconfigure the control loop. Here, the reconfiguration means change in 
input-output between the controller and plant through changing the 
controller structure and parameters so that the original control objective is 
achieved (although performance may degrade) [5]. 
A control reconfiguration action will be taken following a fault detection 
signal. Examples can be found in [3], and [9]. In the Airbus fly-by-wire 
system, as soon as the active computer interrupts its operation relative to any 
function (control law or actuator control), one of the standby computers 
almost instantly changes to active mode with no or limited jerk on the 
control surfaces. Typically, duplex computers are designed so that they 
permanently transmit healthy signals which are interrupted as soon as the 
'function' outputs are lost. After double or triple failures, when it becomes 
impossible to compare the data of independent sources, the normal control 
laws are reconfigured into laws of the direct type where the control surface 
deflection is proportional to the stick input. In another example of the 
sensor/actuator FDI and reconfigurable control for flight control system 
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design, the method based on the so called pseudo-inverse technique or 
control mixer concept is adopted for the reconfiguration approach [9]. 
Generally the controller design is based on the behaviour of the healthy 
system so that the closed-loop system performance can meet the 
requirements. But when the plant becomes faulty, it changes its behaviour, as 
well as the closed-loop system performance, so that its performance will no 
longer meet the requirements and could even become dangerous. In this case, 
the controller has to be re-designed in order to restrict the behaviour of the 
faulty system to meet the original requirements. This expresses the necessity 
and aim of controller reconfiguration from a system behaviour point of view. 
The reconfiguration process has different levels. A simple or low level of 
controller re-design process can be called fault accommodation, which 
means to adapt the controller parameters to the dynamical properties of the 
faulty plant [2]. Only parameters in the controller will be changed in this 
principle. The controller configuration and the plant remains the same. A 
simple established way of fault accommodation is based on pre-computed 
gain parameters, each of which has been selected off-line for a specific fault. 
Then the reconfiguration process is simply to switch among these 
pre-designed controllers. However, the controller pre-design is based on the 
understanding of all possible faults and all resulting controllers have to be 
stored in the control software. 
After severe faults have occurred, like sensor or actuator failures, which lead 
to serious structural change of the plant dynamics and even control loop 
break-down, it is not possible to adapt the controller by simply changing the 
parameters to meet the control requirements. A higher level principle of 
control reconfiguration by activating back-up systems and adjusting the 
whole control loop is necessary. The reconfiguration process includes 
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selection of a new control configuration, and more important, alternative 
actuator or/and sensors, so that the reconfigured controller can satisfy the 
performance specifications on the closed-loop system. 
Techniques for control reconfiguration can be found in a large number of 
papers. Control law re-scheduling can be viewed as a system with feedback 
control where the feed back gains or structure are adjusted by feed forward 
compensation. Some methods include Feedback Linearization [10, 11], 
Model-following approaches [12, 13], and Pseudo-inverse modelling 
methods [14,15]. Feedback linearization is an established technique in flight 
control. The estimated parameters are used to update the new parameters of 
the controller. Model-following is an alternative to feedback linearization. 
There are basically three strategies with basic fault tolerance properties: 
Explicit, Implicit, and Multiple model Kalman filtering. The goal is to 
emulate the performance characteristics of a desirable model with or without 
faults. The pseudo-inverse method principle is to modify the constant 
feedback gain so that the reconfigured system approximates the nominal 
system in some sense. This method uses no For mechanism and certain fault 
models are assumed. 
The reconfiguration process has to be finished under real-time constraints 
and the time window should be as short as possible. This leads to a 
requirement on the reconfiguration process that it needs a robust For 
algorithm. It means the For algorithm can not be too sensitive which will 
produce fault alarm by mistake, but must be sensitive enough to make a 
correct alarm. The diagnostic residual in an For system has to be designed to 
be robust against modelling uncertainty while sensitive to faults. This is 
defined as a robust fault detection problem [16]. 
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2.2.3 Robust control 
The last two sections introduced the two main techniques which are used for 
the common FTC structure illustrated in Fig. 2.6. In the structure, FDI unit, 
together with Reconfigurable controller, work as a supervisor. The 
supervision level monitors the closed-loop system in a faultless situation, 
and re-designs the controller to make the control loop fault tolerant. 
A closed-loop system also can have limited fault tolerance by means of a 
carefully chosen feedback design, taking care of effects of both faults and 
system uncertainties [I]. Making use of robust control techniques ensures 
that a closed-loop system remains insensitive to certain faults using constant 
controller parameters and without use of on-line fault information. The 
impaired system continues to operate with the same controller and system 
structure. The main objective is to recover the original system performance. 
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Fig. 2.9 A tracking system with input, output, and sensor noise 
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Fig. 2.10 Bode magnitude diagram for loop shaping 
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Fig. 2.9 illustrates a closed-loop tracking system with input, output, and 
sensor noise, marked by v, w, n respectively. K(s) and G(s) express the 
controller and the system respectively. r is the reference input, e is the 
control error, u is the control input, and y is the system output. A system 
is robust when it exhibits the desired performance despite the presence of 
substantial uncertainties of the system and the noises. A robust design on a 
bode magnitude diagram is showed in Fig. 2.1 O. A high gain at low 
frequency part ensures a good performance for tracking purpose. A suitable 
crossover frequency ensures a stable performance. A low gain at high 
frequency part can help to reduce the sensitivity to the sensor noise and 
model uncertainty. But when sensor noises and disturbances occur in the low 
frequency part, such a design could cause problems. 
For any control system, the robustness against disturbances and modelling 
errors is a difficult but basic requirement, because it is impossible to get a 
perfect match between the mathematical model and the real process, and to 
describe disturbances introduced by sensors, actuators, and plant 
components precisely. If the effects of faults are similar to those of 
modelling errors and disturbances, the robustness ability can also be used to 
develop controllers to be insensitive to certain faults. Some faults have the 
effect of deviations on system dynamic parameters. These are effectively the 
multiplicative faults which affect the residual signal as a product of state/or 
control terms with parameter deviations. Other faults have an additive effect 
upon the system inputs and/or outputs and therefore affect the residual 
signals additively; these can be referred as additive fault signals. In the 
additive case, if the fault signals are not physically separable from the 
signals in nominal system signal flow, i.e. with significant difference in 
frequency band or signal direction etc., it is difficult, sometimes impossible, 
to use one robust controller to deal with both nominal and faulty conditions. 
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[I] 
Some papers illustrate different technologies using robust control to provide 
the system with a fault tolerant capability. The technologies include 
quantitative feedback theory [17, 18], the frequency domain approach based 
on Hro [19], and robust design approaches to integrated control and fault 
estimation based upon the four parameter controller [20, 21 J. 
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2.3 Design for Fault tolerant control 
systems 
Fault tolerant control should ideally be accompanied by a systematic and 
integrated approach to design. The strategy should commence with an 
understanding of the structure of the system, the reliability of different 
components, the type of redundancy available (or to be generated) and the 
types of controller function which are available and might be required. Each 
part will be discussed in this section. 
2.3.1 Fault tolerant system requirement analysis 
The first stage of the development of a fault tolerant system is the 
requirement analysis and system plan. This can include the following 
procedures: Possibility analysis for component faults; Failure Mode and 
Effects Analysis (FMEA); System reliability analysis; Reliability 
distribution [22]. 
2.3.2 Redundancy design 
At this stage, the nature and location of all redundancies in the process must 
be determined, i.e. the type of redundancy and whether it is suitable for the 
particular situation; the level of redundancy, etc. As described in [1], two 
types of redundancy are used in fault tolerant systems: Physical redundancy, 
and Analytical redundancy. 
Physical or hardware redundancy means that multiple independent hardware 
channels (e.g. triplex/quadruplex replication) with a majority vote selection 
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of healthy system channels are used [1]. A usual procedure is that a 
non-impaired identical alternative component is active to replace an 
impaired component when a fault occurs. The replacement is often based on 
the basis of known reliability - use up the best components first. 
Analytical or functional redundancy is achieved by careful design or by 
arranging different subsystems to make the function of these subsystems 
overlap [I]. Analytical redundancy provides higher system independence 
than direct redundancy. As it is based upon functional or model information, 
it suffers more from system non-linearity and parameter or model structure 
uncertainty. 
Redundancy is necessary to achieve fault tolerance of the systems. It is also 
necessary in the FDI systems as explained in section 2.2.1. 
2.3.3 Fault accommodation design 
I FAUL T 
TOLERANCE 
I 
I I 
PASSIVE ACTIVE (INTELLIGENT CONTROL) 
I I 
RoaUST FAULT DETECTION ISCLATIOt.{ eR CONTROL SYSTEM tOEN'TIFtC .... 'TION 
. 
oCONTI'lCL RECONFIGVRi\T1ON 
OR 
RESTAUCTURI5 
I I 
= 
PROJECTION CONTRQl.LER 
BASED REDESIGN OR 
i\O ..... PTION 
Fig. 2.11 Decomposition of fault tolerant control 
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Next the control and input/output requirements for each fault must be 
determined to provide guidelines for the development of a fault tolerant 
control design. The basic fault tolerant control methods are listed in Fig. 2.11. 
Basically, two kinds of methods are provided: the active approaches, and the 
passive approaches. 
The passive approaches are using robust control technologies, and the active 
approaches are using FO! systems and the reconfiguration control 
technologies. Both kinds of approaches have been described from section 
2.2.1 to 2.2.3. But as introduced in these sections, each technology has its 
own problem. The active method is useful, but the complexity of such a 
system could cause greater possibility of faults at the plant as well as the 
FTC system itself. The robust control method is simpler, but it can only be 
tolerant to limited types of faults and to design a robust system is difficult. 
An example offault tolerant control system design can be found in [22]. The 
overall structure of the proposed fault tolerant control system is depicted in 
Fig. 2.12, which includes modules of command management, reference 
models, fault detection and diagnosis scheme, reconfigurable mechanism, 
and model following reconfigurable control. Performance degradation is 
considered in the impaired systems so that two reference models are 
designed in the structure, because the saturation or worse use of the actuators 
will cause further damage to the whole system [22]. An actuator faults model 
also is considered in this paper using a control effectiveness factors r~. The 
objective of fault detection and diagnosis is to determine the extent of the 
loss in the control effectiveness by estimating y; on-line in real-time so that 
an on-line automatic reconfigurable controller can by synthesized. Three 
reconfigurable controllers {Kx,Kxm,K,} are used to ensure that the 
closed-loop system follows the degraded reference model. The whole design 
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process is presented in [22]. 
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Desired Refc:rt:r1ce 
Model 
y 
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Fig. 2.12 Overall structure of proposed fault tolerant control system [22] 
This example shows the complexity of a FTC system. Although the plant 
system can be monitored and controlled well to avoid a failure of the system, 
the monitor system itself does not have such a monitor system to ensure the 
effective and correct detection of faults. This disadvantage leads us to the 
high redundancy approach. 
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2.4 High redundancy approach 
A literature survey summarising fault tolerant control systems has been 
given in this chapter. Technologies used in the fault tolerant control system 
design, including FDI, reconfigurable control, and robust control, and some 
examples most of which are applied in the aerospace industry are 
introduced. 
In these techniques, the ability offault tolerance is approached on the control 
level. A much more complex control algorithm is applied to monitor the 
nominal system. But the introduction of the monitor system also will 
introduce the possibility of faults in the monitor system itself. The approach 
can be argued with such a question: Who or what will monitor the monitors? 
The HRA proposes an alternative route to fault tolerant actuation by 
engaging a relatively complex mechanical structure rather than a control 
structure. Through connecting the redundancy actuation elements and 
making them work together, the HRA can keep operating using the same 
controller without any reconfiguration. The FDI unit is no longer necessary 
for this fault tolerant system although it still can be included for monitoring 
purpose. The safety of the system will be improved through removing the 
possibility of faults occurring within the FDI reconfiguration process. On the 
other hand, the HRA also introduces new theoretical challenges, both 
because of the complexity and because of the high number of possible 
configurations. The challenges could be concluded as two problems: how to 
connect the redundancy actuation elements, and how to control such a 
complex configuration? These are the main problems that the author has 
been addressing 
Some transportation systems, as shown in Fig. 2.13 and 2.14, has been 
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reported in [23, 24) to engage a redundancy actuator system. Actuators are 
connected in both series and para ll el and move one by one to transport 
packages . By engaging more actuators, the system can move bigger or 
heav ier parce ls for a longer di stance. 
Ic(t ",,'kw .. ·d. 
Fig. 2.1 3 A robust micro conveyer rea lized by arrayed po lyimide j oint 
Parcel 
Whr!6ls 
MOI()fS 
COI1 tra11er 
actuators (23) 
> 
'Parcel 
'Se nsers 
Fig. 2. 14 Parcel Manipulation and Dynamics with a Virtual Vehicle (24) 
Here the main purpose IS not for fa ult tolerance and the redundancy 
actuators are not mov ing together so that the effic iency is still low, but these 
transport systems g ive bas ic ideas about how we can connect the HRA 
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actuation elements and make them work together to provide the fault 
tolerance ability. 
After introducing some basic ideas of fault tolerant control, the next step is 
to modelling a relatively simple configuration of the HRA. 
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3. MODELLING STUDIES 
As discussed previously, a HRA comprises a number of actuation 
elements to provide the fault tolerance capability. But before 
building up a real HRA, some questions have to be answered like: 
what kind of structure can be used to connect actuation elements; 
how the HRA is going to be controlled; and the most important 
thing, whether the BRA can accommodate elements' faults 
without reconfiguration? All these questions are needed to be 
studied in a computer associated environment based on a series of 
simulation models. The purpose of the modelling studies is to 
explore some key characteristics and behaviours of a HRA system 
based on mathematical expressions of physical laws. Here all 
models are built in the MATLAB/Simulink toolbox. 
This chapter starts by introducing a single electro-mechanical 
actuation element. Then two simple configurations, series and 
parallel, will be modelled. Finally grid structures comprising both 
series and parallel configurations will be introduced. Related 
modelling work has been published in [25, 26, 27, 28]. 
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3.1 Individual Actuation Element 
An electro-mechanical actuation is chosen as the technology for this study 
because it is used in many industry applications, including manufacturing, 
process plant, railway vehicles and aerospace systems. The structure is 
relatively simple, and it is easy to be controlled. Fig 3.1 describes the basic 
components of an electro-mechanical actuator. A DC (direct current) motor, 
working as the electrical part, generates the torque and moves the 
mechanical part (screw), to provide a linear speed and output force. By 
changing the voltage applied to the motor, the whole actuator can be 
controlled to get the desired force/speed. 
Battery 
DC 
Motor 
L~ 
Screw 
Fig. 3.1 An individual electro-mechanical actuator 
3.1.1 Modelling of DC Motor 
DC motor is one working mode of a direct current machine where electrical 
power is converted into mechanical power as output. Two systems are 
included, the electrical one and the mechanical one as described in Fig. 3.2. 
• J r "__ ,- I Jm )cm 8.' ~ P. Rann Lann , + ~"d) ) () ) ~. ====r;1 ) 
_ Mm, Olr \: _ 
<>--'"'E"'le,:C:trT:i,-=,·O:::,,,::Cui"t -----' Mechanical system 
Fig. 3.2 Electric circuit and mechanical system 
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In the electric circuit, the electrical power applied with a voltage of Va is 
opposed by a resistance of the conducting path (Ra,m)' the machine 
inductance due to non-useful magnetic flux (La,m)' and an e.m.f. 
(Electromotive Force) e =e, +ep ' where e, is the motional e.m.f. resulting 
from the linear or angular speed, and ep is the pulsating (or transformer) 
e.m.f. appearing in the circuit if the flux linking it changes with time. A 
permanent magnet excitation is assumed here so that ep does not exist. 
Then the voltage relation is expressed as: Va = Ra'mia + La,)a + e,. 
In the mechanical system, the quantities concerned with the mechanical 
nature of the machine include the inertial, damping and frictional properties 
of its structure. The mechanical system is assumed as a rotating system. An 
electromagnetic torque translated from previous electric circuit is applied to 
rotate the mechanical machine having a moment of inertia J m at the 
rotating speed of m,. It is opposed by an inertial torque la acco~nting for 
kinetic energy storage resulting from a change of speed: fa = JmtiJ" a 
friction torque f f and a damping torque f d accounting for loss torques in 
friction, windage, and eddy currents, etc, which can be taken as proportional 
to speed with an appropriate 'damping' coefficient Cm: tf +fd = Cmm" and 
a load torque t/. Then the torque balance equation can be expressed as: 
Inside a DC machine system, the electrical power e,ia is converted to a 
mechanical power t,m, (where f, is the electrical torque) to drive the shaft, 
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i.e. e,ia = t,01,. In permanent magnet excitation, the field flux is constant so 
that e, is directly proportional to the speed 0), and can be expressed as 
e, = K,01" where K, is called the voltage constant depending on the 
number of armature turns. And the electrical torque is proportional to the 
armature current which can be expressed as I, = K,ia' where Kt is called 
the torque constant. The basic relation e,ia = 1,01, shows that Kt = K, . 
According to previous analyse, the behaviour of a DC motor can be 
expressed using the following equations: 
{
Va ~ ~a'mia. + La'mia + K,01, (3.\) 
Ktla - J m01, + Cm01, + t, 
which can be combined as: 
m ~~~;;;-____________ ......J 
.-
Fig. 3.3 DC motor linear model 
Using these equations, a DC motor can be modelled in Simulink using 
rotation of the motor 8. as the output, where 01, = em' as shown in the Fig. 
3.3 
A practical DC servo motor will be applied to test this Simulink model. The 
motor we chosen is the M500 series motors from McLennan Servo Supplies 
Ltd [29], which provide the ideal solution for use in applications that require 
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output power ratings up to 100 Watts combined with fast response and 
accurate control. Details of the motor with technical specification and 
performance are listed in Table. 3.1. 
Table. 3.1 Technical specification and performance of the DC servo motor 
Technical Specification 
Maximum supply 60Vdc Mass 2kg 
voltage 
Motor voltage 0.121NmlA Motor torque 0.121V Irad 1 s 
constant constant 
Maximum peak 36Ncm Mechanical time 8ms 
torque constant 
Rotor inertia 0.530kgcm' Terminal resistance 2.20 
Rotor inductance 604mH Rotor construction ironless 
Commutation copper Bearings Ball 
Maximum axial 22N Maximum radial 45N force force 
Performance @36Vdc 
No load speed 2700rpm Rated speed 2250rpm 
Rated torque Oo4Nm Peak torque 1.44Nm 
No load current O.3A Rated current 3.5A 
Considering a very small friction and damping torque loss which is about 
0.01% at rated speed which is about 250 rad 1 s , we get: 
Cm = 0.01 %*004/250 =1.7 *10-1 Nml rad 1 s 
Table. 3.2 Parameters of a real electra-mechanical actuator 
Parameter Description ValueJUnit Parameter Description ValuelUnit 
motor 
inductance 
RaFm 
resistance 2.220 
Larm of the 604mH 
windings 
K, voltage 0.121 Kt torque 0.121 
constant V/rad/s constant NrnlA 
motor 5.3e - 5 damping 1.7e-7 Jm inertia Kgm' Cm coefficient Nrnlrad/s 
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Using the parameter values listed in Table. 3.2, experiments are tested using 
this Simulink model. A voltage of 36V is applied at 0.1 second and a step 
load of O.4Nm is applied at 0.2 second. Speed, torque and current outputs of 
the model are shown in Fig. 3.4. 
t,: ••••••. :..i\ ••• j.i •.••• L .•••• 
.9 0 : :- - - : V?----;-: ----I 
<'o~---"'o.ooi.-----,io • .----;i;O,15.------,!;O,---~ock.oo------,!"' 
time(s) 
",----,-------,-;-----,-----,----,----, ~ 1: ~ = = = = = = = =!= = = = = = = = = =!N::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: :j::::::::: 
i 6 --- - - ----,- - -- --- - - -I - ---- - --1- - - - -- - -- -,-- - --- -- - -,- - - - - - - --
~ 4 _________ : __________ : _________ : __________ : _________ ' _______ _ 
2 __ - - ____ -:-- __ - - - - __ , _____ -- __ : __ - _______ :/ _______ : ________ _ 
o o _ ~ ~, u _ o. 
time(s) 
Fig. 3.4 Simulation result of DC motor 
According to the simulation, the no-load motor speed is about 295radls 
(about 2800rpm) and the rated speed is about 235radls (about 2240rpm). The 
peak torque generated is about 1.4Nm and the rated torque rated is about 
O.4Nm. The no-load current is at about 0.2A and the rated current is about 
3.5A. These simulation results are very similar to the performances listed in 
Table 3.1 so that the model can represent the real motor well. 
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3.1.2 Modelling of mechanical structure 
A structure of an electro-mechanical actuator has been given in Fig. 3.1. An 
equivalent model will be shown in Fig. 3.5 so that the mechanical structure 
can been discovered more clearly, where n represents the screw pitch; Km 
represents the motor series stiffness; K, and C, represent the screw 
stiffness and damping respectively; Bm expresses the angular rotation of the 
motor shaft; X, and XL express the motions of the screw and the end of 
the actuator respectively; M, and M{ represent the masses of the screw 
and the load respectively. 
--'--'X;-'-'-~ .----.----.. -.~ 
K, lO. 
.. 
DM[Y"" , Km i i Ms ML i ....-, 
Motor l,-/ Motor series 
Gearing stiffness -'-'9-~'~ 
n Screw Screw stiffuess & Load damping 
Fig. 3.5 Equivalent electro-mechanical actuator model 
As shown in the model, the angular rotations generated by the DC motor are 
transformed by a gearing system to provide a linear motion to the screw. The 
output of the actuator is the force which is generated by compression of the 
screw as the motor is turned. A free body diagram of mechanical parts, 
including both the screw and the load, will be given in Fig. 3.6, using which 
mathematical expressions can be explored. Note the actuator is assumed to 
be acting horizontally so that gravity is neglected. 
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-------------+ 
Xs 
-------------+ 
XL 
Ks(Xs-XL) Ks(XL-Xs) 
:Km(Xs-nflm) Ms ML 
CS(XS'-XL') Cs(XL'-Xs') 
MsXs" MLXL" 
Fig. 3.6 Free body diagram of the screw and the load in individual actuator 
The analyses are based on the Newton laws. Since L F = 0, according to the 
free body diagram, we can get the following fonnula: 
{
M,X: + Km (X, -nBm)+K,(~, -~J+C,(X; -X~)= 0 (3.2) 
MLXL +K,(XL -X,)+C,(XL -X,)=O 
Using this equation, a linear model of the mechanical actuator is built in 
Simulink, which is given in Fig. 3.7. The actuator is driven by the motor 
introduced in Section 3.1.1, and feed a load torque back to the motor. Then, 
the actuator force, velocity, and position can be calculated when suitable 
--,
ratIO SUow 
.-
'" 
-~-t::::===~, ~=====~ 
A_Fo,ce 
, Ge ..... lio 1 
Fig. 3.7 Mechanical actuator linear model 
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3.1.3 Modelling of electro-mechanical actnator 
Fig. 3.8 Individual electro-mechanicallinear model 
Table. 3.3 Parameters in Simulink model 
Parameter Description ValuelUuit Parameter Description Valu.lUnlt 
motor inductaoce of the 
Rarm 2.2 n Larm 6.4mH 
resistance windings 
voltage 0.121 
K, K, torque constant 0.121 Nm/A 
constaot V/rad/s 
5.3e-5 damping 1.7e-7 
Jm motor inertia Kgm' Cm coefficient Nmlrad/s 
motor 3.82e-4 
Km 1e7 N/m n screw pitch 
stiffness m/rad 
screw 
K, 1.8e5 N/m C, screw damping 1.2e3 N/m/s 
stiffness 
M, screw mass 2kg ML load mass 20kg 
Both parts of an electro-mechanical have been expressed mathematically in 
equation 3.1 and 3.2. Both models also have been built up in Simulink 
shown in Fig. 3.3 and 3.7. The whole model of an electro-mechanical 
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actuator can be obtained by linking them together. The model is shown in 
Fig. 3.8. Parameters' value are listed in Table. 3.3, where the motor 
parameters are provided by McLennan [29] and other typical mechanical 
parameters are derived from Pratt [30]. Then experiments can be tested. 
With a step voltage of 36V supplied at 0.1 second to the actuator with a load 
of 20kg. The simulation results of force, velocity, position outputs will be 
given in Fig. 3.9. 
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Fig. 3.9 Simulation result of the individual actuator 
" 
From the figure, it can be seen that the actuator reaches the steady state at 
about 0.25 second with a steady extension velocity at about O.lltnls. The 
position gives a ramp output which can be expected. Although no 
perfonnance document can be used to compare the simulation results, the 
results can be expected based on the physical understanding of the 
electra-mechanical actuator. Based on this model of individual actuator (or 
actuation element), further research will focused on modelling connections 
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of a number of elements. 
Based on the mathematical expressions as shown in equation 3.1 and 3.2, a 
state-space model of the electro-mechanical actuator also can be obtained in 
the form: x = Ax+ Bu. 
meaning is described in Table. 3.4. The input u and output y are chosen 
as u = va ' Y = XL' where Vo expresses the applied voltage and XL 
expresses the actuator position. 
Table. 3.4 States in state-space model 
State Description Unit State Description Unit 
armature angular rotation of the 
iQ A Bm rad 
current motor shaft 
Xm screw position m XL end-of-actuator position m 
Then the state matrix A, input matrix B, and output matrix C can be 
expressed following, while D matrix is O. 
_ R
arm _ K, 0 0 0 0 0 
Larm La~ 1 
K, _ Cm n'K 0 nKm 0 0 La"" ___ m 0 Jm Jm Jm Jm 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A= 
0 nKm _ C, 0 - K,+Km C, K, ,B= 0 
M, M, M, M, M, 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 C, K, _ C, _ K, 0 
ML ML ML ML 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
C=[O 0 0 0 0 0 1] 
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3.1.4 Modelling of faults 
As introduced, an electro-mechanical actuator comprises two parts: a DC 
motor and a mechanical actuator, so that faults also can be separated to 
electro and mechanical types. Although there are a lot possible faults could 
happen in both parts, we are only looking at some serious faults which will 
cause failure of an individual actuator. These faults can not be 
accommodated in a control level. Using HRA, we are trying to prove the 
possibility of using mechanical structure to accommodate these kinds of 
faults in actuation elements. Three kinds of faults are considered here: open 
circuit, short circuit, and lockup. The first two are electro faults and the final 
one is a mechanical fault. 
Open circuit means a break in electrical circuit so that no current nor torque 
will be generated by the DC motor. This means a loss of force capability of 
an actuator. Without drive, the mechanical actuator can not be moved by 
itself, but on the other hand, it also will not generate any reverse force when 
it is moved by any outside force. The actuator will become very soft to be 
moved. In Simulink, this can be modelled by replacing the current inside the 
DC motor model with a zero constant. 
Short circuit means outside voltage can not be applied to move the actuator, 
but the electrical circuit is not broken. In this situation, the motor can not 
generate any positive torque to drive the actuator either, but when being 
moved, the motor will generate reverse torque trying to stop the movement. 
This will make the actuator stiffer to be moved. In Simulink, this can be 
modelled by linking the actuator to a zero voltage permanently. 
Lockup means that the actuator can not be moved any more no mater driven 
by its inside motor or any other outside force. Generally this is due to 
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mechanical interference within the mechanism. Under this situation, the 
actuator becomes very stiff and hardly to be moved and this means a loss of 
travelling capability of the actuator. In Simulink, it can be modelled by lock 
the integrator which will integrate the actuator velocity to actuator position. 
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3.2 Series and Parallel Connection 
Series and parallel are the two basic ways to connect actuation elements. In 
the individual actuator model, as expressed in Fig. 3.8, force, speed and 
position all can be chosen as the output of the actuator. All of them are 
vectors, which give us a great number of choices to set up the network since 
the vectors can be added dimensionally. Some three-dimensional actuation 
configurations have interested some researchers [8], but we are interested in 
planar configurations and will place the actuators linearly since it is the most 
efficient way to connect them based on the principle of the addition of 
vectors. Intuitively it would seem that the biggest value can be attained by 
addition of the vectors in the same direction, so that the output direction 
won't change in the case of element failure. Same as the individual actuator 
modelling, both mathematical expression and Simulink model will be 
introduced. 
3.2.1 Modelling of series configuratiou 
Firstly, an equivalent model of a two in series configuration is given in Fig. 
3.10. The basic components are the same as the individual actuator model. 
However, the motor's mass M m is introduced because the motor of the 
second actuator appears as part of the load of the first one. 
M, 
Actuator 1 Actuator 2 
Fig. 3.1 0 Equivalent series configuration model 
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Excluding the mass of the motor of actuator I which is fixed, there are four 
moving parts in the model as shown in Fig. 3.11: the screw of actuator I (top 
left), the motor of actuator 2 (top right), the screw of actuator 2 (bottom left), 
and finally the load (bottom right). The identifiers are remained same as 
used in the individual actuator model, while' I' and '2' express the actuator 
I and 2 respectively and Xm expresses the movement of the motor part. 
------.. ------~ 
x" 
. "==~2JS f (Xsl-Xm2)Ks 
<-(Xsl-n 0 mI)Km 
(Xs l' Xrn2') Cs 
.. ···x~-··.) 
-.......... _--.) 
Xm' 
( (Xm2-XsI)Ks ~m ~==",-- ® ' (Xm2>o , ",H.2) Km 
(Xm2'-Xsl')Cs 
Mm"Xm2" 
-----_ ... _-_._.) 
X" ~~2J' ~=--=-(Xs2-XL)Ks O::,,2-Xm2 n ij m2)Km (Xs2' -XL' )Cs .- -D" ~ (XL'-Xs2')Cs 
Ms"Xs2" 
Fig. 3.11 Free body diagram of series configuration 
Based on the Newton laws, we can derive the equations of movement for 
each part expressed in the figure above: 
M,X;, + (X" -nBm,)Km + (X" -Xm,)K, + (X;, -X:,)c, ~ 0 
MmX~2 + (Xm2 -X,,)K, +(X~2 -X;,)c, + (Xm2 +nBm' -X,2)Krn = 0 
M,X;2 + (X,2 -Xm2 -nBm,)Km + (X'2 -XJK, + (X;2 -X~)c, =0 
MLX~ + (XL - X'2)K, + (X~ - X;2)c, = 0 
A Simulink model of two actuators in series is expressed in Fig. 3.12. 
Fig. 3.12 Simulink model ofa two in series configuration 
(3.3) 
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There are two voltage blocks which means the two actuators can be 
controlled separately. Inside the configuration, the Actuator 1 is same as the 
individual actuator model shown in Fig. 3.8 with a load of the Actuator 2's 
motor. But the Actuator 2 model (as shown in Fig. 3.13)has been changed 
because it not only need information of Actuator l's position but also send a 
force back to the Actuator 1 according to the equations 3.3. 
,. 
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Fig. 3.13 Actuator 2 linear model 
Only two elements are considered in this series configuration. It is also 
possible to connect more elements in one series configuration. When there 
are three or more elements are connected, the elements can be separated into 
three kinds. The first two have been shown in Fig. 3.12: a bottom actuator 
(as the Actuator I), which is fixed and can not be moved, and a top actuator 
(as the Actuator 2), which is connected with the load as the end of the 
configuration. The bottom actuator is connected with the next actuator's 
motor as the load, and gives its position information to the next one. The top 
actuator gets the information about the previous actuator's position and feeds 
a force back. Together with the force generated by the top actuator, this in 
turn is used to get the previous element's position. The third kind of actuator, 
which is not shown in Fig. 3.12, is called intermediate actuators, which are 
connected between bottom and top actuators. This kind of elements 
combines features of both bottom and top ones: using the force back to 
generate its own position information and then pass it to the next element. 
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Fig. 3.14 Modularization model of the bottom actuator 
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Fig. 3.15 Modularization model of the top actuator 
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Fig. 3.16 Modularization model of the intermediate actuator 
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The modularized models of the three kinds of elements have been given in 
the figures from Fig. 3.14 to Fig. 3.16 respectively. Using the modularized 
models, it is straight forward to obtain models of series configurations by 
connecting them together. In each case, only one bottom and one top element 
can be included, and any number of intermediate elements (including zero) 
can be included between them. A model including three actuation elements 
is shown in Fig 3.17. 
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Fig. 3.17 Simulink model of a three in serial configuration 
3.2.2 Modelling of parallel configuration 
D 
~»-
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An equivalent model is firstly given in Fig. 3.18. Here the load is assumed to 
suffer no rotation in both healthy and faulty conditions (same as in grid 
structures). Three moving parts are considered in the free body diagram as 
shown in Fig. 3.19: the screw of actuator 1 (left top), the screw of actuator 2 
(left bottom), and the load (right). Both motors are fixed so that they are not 
included in the free body diagram. 
-------------~ ------------------) 
X,I 
."...~-o-~ dl' Ks(X,I·XL) 
Km(Xsl-n 8 ml) 
( Cs(Xsl' -XL' ) 
Ms*Xsl' • 
-------------,. 
Xs2 
"'=~'""'-dl' Ks(Xs2·XL) (Km(Xs2-n a m2) 
, 
Cs(Xs2' ·XL' ) 
Ms"'Xs2' • 
, 
KS(XlrXsl) 
, 
Cs(XL' .XsI' ) 
Ks(XL.Xs2) 
i 
Cs(XL' • Xs2 ' ) 
Fig. 3,19 Free body diagram of parallel configuration 
Based on the Newton laws, following formulas can be got: 
XL 
ML 
I
M,X;, + (X" -8m,n)Km + (X" -XJK, + (X;, -X~)c, = 0 
MsX;2 + (X32 -Bm2n)Km + (X52 -XJKs + (XS2 -XLX7s =0 
MLX; + (XL -x,JK, +(X~ -X;,)c, + (XL -X,,)K, +(X~ -X;,)c, = 0 
(3.4) 
A Simulink model of a two actuators in parallel is shown in Fig. 3.20. Both 
force outputs from actuators are added move the load. Since the ends of the 
two actuators are fixed together with the load, they share the same extension 
speed and distance, and the extension speed will be fed back to both 
actuators. Also more elements can be connected in one parallel configuration, 
but different from the series configuration, all of them are working equally 
so that they will be considered as the same kind of elements. When more 
elements are included in the parallel configuration, the force outputs of them 
will be added together to applied on the load and share the same speed and 
position which is same as the two in parallel configuration. 
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O"1o"",,(m) 
Mnnoftheload LOM SctlPII 
". 
Voltage for ,~. 
8<:tualOr2 
Actual0/'2 
Fig. 3.20 SimuIink model of a two in parallel configuration 
3.2.3 Simulation results 
First of all, the series and parallel configurations will be compared with the 
individual actuator. Only two elements are connected in both configurations 
and both actuators are applied with a same 36V step voltage at 0.1 s. The 
simulation result of the series configuration is shown in Fig. 3.21 and the 
parallel one is shown in Fig. 3.22. 
"'.---~----r---,----r---~----,---,----,----,---, 
I I I I I I I I , 
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:5 I I I I I I I I 
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_ .---1------------, I I I I 
·.~-~.~w~-~ ..·,-~~.~,,~-~.,,--~.~.~~-~.,.--~.~~--~ .. --~.~.--~ .., 
time(s) 
Fig. 3.21 Simulation result of the series configuration 
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Fig. 3.22 Simulation result of the parallel configuration 
" 
The individual actuator's result has been shown in Fig. 3.9. The peak force 
output is about ISON, the steady velocity is about O.1Im1s at about 0.25s. 
Looking at the result of series configuration (Fig. 3.21), the force output of 
the overall configuration, actuator 1, and actuator 2 are almost equally. The 
velocity outputs of single elements are also almost equally and also equal to 
the individual result, but it takes longer time for the series configuration to 
reach the steady state at about O.4S. The overall velocity is the sum of two 
elements' velocity. Same situation also can be found in position output. So it 
can be concluded that the two in series configuration can provide twice 
outputs at the velocity and the position, but the force output is remained 
same as the individual element. Looking at the result of parallel 
configuration (Fig. 3.22), the configuration and two elements share the same 
velocity and position outputs. The force output of the configuration is twice 
the sum of the elements' output, and this makes the load reach the steady 
state faster at about O.2s. So it can be concluded that the two in parallel 
configuration provide twice the force output but share the same velocity and 
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position output with the single elements. 
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Fig. 3.23 Simulation result of the series configuration with one lockup 
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Fig. 3.24 Simulation result of the parallel configuration with one lockup 
Then both structures are tested under faults injected situations. The Actuator 
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1 both configurations is considered faulty. Firstly, a travelling capability loss 
(lockup) situation is considered. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 
3.23 (series configuration) and Fig. 3.24 (parallel configuration). When the 
actuator is locked up, it can not provide any output at either position or 
velocity, so that the force output is keep rising until it reaches the maximum 
output power of the motor inside the actuator. In the series configuration, 
although the Actuator 1 is locked up, the Actuator 2 still can provide a 
travelling capability, so that the overall performance is equal to the Actuator 
2's performance which is also equal to a single actuator's performance. In 
the parallel configuration, both actuators are fixed together to share the same 
extension velocity and position, so that although only the Actuator 1 is 
locked up, the Actuator 2 neither can provide any output at either position or 
velocity. The whole parallel configuration is then locked up without any 
position output. 
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Fig. 3.25 Simulation result of the individual actuator with a load of2000kg 
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Fig. 3.26 Simulation result ofa open circuit series configuration with a load 
of2000kg 
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Fig. 3.27 Simulation result of a open circuit parallel configuration with a 
load of 2000kg 
Now a force capability loss (open circuit) situation is considered. To have a 
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clearly look at the effect of the fault, the mass of the load is increased to 
2000kg, which means the load is much harder to be moved. The 
performance of the individual actuator with a higher mass of load is firstly 
shown in Fig. 3.25. Result of the series configuration is shown in Fig. 3.26, 
and the parallel configuration's result is shown in Fig. 3.27. For the 
individual actuator, it is more difficult to push the high mass load than the 
low mass load. The peak force output is almost ten times bigger. The 
velocity output takes longer time to reach the steady state, but the steady 
state value is same (about O.llmls). In both configurations, only the Actuator 
2 can generate force while the Actuator I can only be moved softly because 
of the open circuit fault. In the series configuration, the Actuator 2 can 
extend toward both sides, i.e. push the Actuator I back while push the load 
forward. When the load is chosen with a high mass, its inertia is higher than 
the Actuator I's so that the Actuator I is pushed back with a higher velocity 
while the load is pushed forward with a lower velocity. The result can be 
found in Fig. 3.26. Although the Actuator 2 still can generate a velocity 
output (about O.llmls), the Actuator I is pushed back at the speed of O.lmls. 
The overall velocity is limited at a low value (about O.Olm/s) which means 
the load is hardly moved. In the parallel configuration (as seen in the Fig. 
3.27), the situation is similar with the individual one. Both the Actuator I 
and the load are pushed forward by the Actuator 2. The Actuator 2 not only 
need to overcome the inertia ofthe load but also of the Actuator 1, so that a 
higher force is generated by the Actuator 2 and it takes a little bit longer to 
reach a steady state compared with the individual actuator's result. 
By testing both configurations in healthy and faulty situation, it can be 
concluded that the series configuration can combine the velocity and 
position outputs together while the force output is remained same; the 
parallel configuration can combine the force output together while the 
velocity and position outputs are remained same. In the situation of faults, 
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the series configuration is more sensitive to elements' force loss situation 
while the parallel configuration is more sensitive to the elements' travelling 
loss situation. To overcome both faults, it is necessary to combine both 
configuration so that grid structures can be obtained. 
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3.3 Grid Structures 
As discussed previously, the series configuration is more useful in a lockup 
situation (loss of travelling capability) while the parallel configuration is 
more useful in an open circuit situation (loss of force capability). A better 
structure should be able to accommodate both kinds of faults so that it need 
to combine both basic configurations. There are two ways to combine them. 
The first can be called series-in-parallel (SP in short), and the second can be 
called parallel-in-series (PS in short). A two-by-two structure is considered 
here, which is easier to analyze. Through a careful design, the final 
mechanical design can ensure no introduction of additional failure 
mechanisms (E.g. a rail will be engaged to support the weight of the load 
and ensure that no rotation of the load occurs, linkages will be used between 
the two moving blocks to avoid bump between two series elements). Such 
design can be seen at the hardware demonstrator which will be introduced in 
Chapter 6. Both mathematical expressions and Simulink models of both 
structures will be presented. 
3.3.1 Modelling of parallel-in-series structure 
Bottom! Load 
Bottom2 Top2 
Fig. 3.28 A two-by-two parallel-in-series structure 
A parallel-in-series structure is firstly introduced. It means connecting 
parallel configurations in series. In a two-by-two network, two groups of 
actuators, including two actuators connected in parallel each, are connected 
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in series. The structure is shown in the Fig. 3.28, and an equivalent model is 
shown in Fig. 3.29. 
Mm Mm 
•• 
" K, 
M, 
K, 
(0 C, (0 
Bottom 1 
Mm 
Top 1 
Mm 
Load 
M, K, M, K, 
(0 (0 c, 
Bottom2 Top 2 
Fig. 3.29 Equivalent model of a two-by-two parallel-in-series structure 
., 
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Ms*XtsZ' , 
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Xt, 
Mm 
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Fig. 3.30 Free body diagram of a two-by-two parallel-in-series structure 
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In this structure, the first two actuation elements are fixed together to work 
as bottom actuators and the other two are fixed together to work as top 
actuators in the series structures. Again a free body diagram (shown in Fig. 
3.30) is used for analyse so that mathematical expressions can be obtained. 
Here, the identifiers are remained same as used in the individual actuator 
model, while subscript 'b' and 't' express bottom and top respectively; 
subscript' l' and '2' express actuator 1 and 2 respectively. In the free body 
diagram, the moving parts in the model include: the screws of bottom 
actuators (top left), the two fixed motor of top actuators (top right), the 
screws of top actuators (bottom left), and the load (bottom right). Using the 
free body diagram, the mathematical expression of moving parts are shown 
in equations 3.5. 
MsX;SI +(XhS!-n()bml)Km +(Xbs!-Xtm)Ks +(X;S!-X:m)cs =0 
MsX;s2 + (XbS2 -nBbm2 }Km + (XhS2 -Xtm)Ks + (X;S2 -X:m)cs ;::; 0 
2mmX,: + (X/m -Xbs1)Ks + (X:m -X;S!)cs + (Xtm -XbS2 )Ks + (X:m -X;s2)cS 
( ) () (3.5) + Xtm+nBImI-Xtsl Km+ Xtm+nBtm2-Xts2 Km=O 
MsX/:l + (X/SI -X/m -n(}tml)Km +(X/s!-XL)Ks +(X:SI-X~)cS =0 
Ms X t: 2 + (Xts2 -X/m -nBtm2 )Km + (Xts2 -XL)Ks + (X;52 -X~)cs =0 
MLX; + (XL -X,sJKs +(X~ -X;SI)cs + (XL -XrsJKs +(X~ -X;s2)cS;::; 0 
_01_-
--, 
f---+l-
-
Fig. 3.31 Simulink model of a two-by-two parallel-in-series structure 
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Using the equations, a Simulink model of a two-by-two parallel-in-series 
structure can be shown in Fig. 3.31. The bottom and top actuator modules 
have introduced in the series configuration section. 
3.3.2 Modelling of series-in-parallel structure 
Another way to build up a grid structure is the series-in-parallel structure, 
which means placing series configurations in parallel. A two-by-two 
series-in-parallel structure is shown in Fig. 3.32. 
Bottom! Load 
Boltom2 
Fig. 3.32 A two-by-two series-in-parallel structure 
Then an equivalent model of the structure is shown in Fig. 3.33, and a free 
body diagram is shown in Fig. 3.34. 
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K, M, K, 
(;) (0 
Bottom 1 
M. 
'" 
Top 1 Load 
M, 
K, M, K, 
(;) (0 
BottomZ Top 2 
Fig. 3.33 Equivalent model of a two-by-two series-in-parallel structure 
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..............• 
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Fig. 3.34 Free body diagram of a two-by-two series-in-parallel structure 
The moving parts in the free body diagram include the screws of bottom 
actuators, the motors of top actuators, the screws of top actuators, and the 
load. Then the mathematical expressions of these moving parts are given 
following: 
MSX;sl + (XbSI -n()hml)Km + (Xbs1 -Xfnl1)Ks + (X;$l -X;t11)cs = 0 
MmX:'ml + (X/ml -Xbs1)Ks + (X;ml -X;S!)cs + (X/ml + nO/ml -X/s1)Km = 0 
MsX~1 + (X/SI - X/ml - nBtm1)Km + (X'Sl - XL)Ks + (X;SI - x~)cs = 0 
M,X':s2 + (x"" -nBhm2 )Km + (Xhs2 -X"",)K, + (X;,2 -X;"'2)c, =0 
MmX t: 2 + (Xtm2 -Xbs2 )Ks + (X:m2 -X;S2)cs + (Xtrn2 +nB'm2 -X,s2 )Km = 0 
MsX~2 + (X/s2 -'X/m2 -nBtm2 )Km + (X1s2 -XL)Ks + (X;s2 -x~)7s = 0 
M,X~ + (XL - X",)K, + (x~ - x;,,)c, + (XL - X",)K, + (x~ - X;,,)c, = 0 
(3.6) 
Based on these equations, the Simulink model can be shown in Fig. 3.35. 
Again, the modularized model of the bottom actuators are used in the series 
structures. 
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Fig. 3.35 Simulink model of a two-by-two series-in-parallel structure 
3.3.3 Simulation results 
Both structures will be tested under healthy and faulty situations. Healthy 
results are shown firstly. 
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Fig. 3.36 Simulation result of the PS structure 
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Fig. 3.37 Simulation result of the SP structure 
" 
Simulation result of the PS structure is shown in Fig. 3.36 and the SP 
structure is in Fig. 3.37. Both structures have very similar performance 
because they combine both series and parallel configurations so that they 
combine both features: double the force, velocity, and position outputs (in a 
two-by-two level). Both bottom and top elements perform very similar as 
well which is same in a series configuration. 
Both structures are then tested under a lockup situation. Firstly, the Bottom 1 
actuator is assumed locked up. Simulation result of the PS structure is shown 
in Fig. 3.38 and the SP structure is in Fig. 3.39 with each element's result 
shown in Fig. 3.40. 
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Fig. 3.38 Simulation result of the PS structure with Bottom 1 locked up 
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Fig. 3.39 Simulation result of the SP structure with Bottom 1 locked up 
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Fig. 3.40 Simulation result of elements in a SP structure with Bottom I 
locked up 
When one element is locked up, it can be found that the SP structure can 
accommodate the fault better than the PS structure by providing a higher 
velocity output. In a PS structure, the two bottom elements are fixed together 
so that when one element is locked up, the other can not be moved either. 
Only the top parallel configuration can provide position and velocity output 
so that the overall performance loss about half of the outputs (O.l1m/s at 
velocity, half of the healthy performance). In a SP structure, there is only one 
parallel configuration, so that when the Bottom I element is locked up, all 
other three elements still can move. The Top I element will be pushed by the 
other set of series configuration, so that the force output of the Top I occurs 
negative value. The overall velocity reaches about O.l5m/s which is about 
3/4 of the healthy performance and is higher than the PS structure. 
It is also possible to the situation with two elements locked up, but the 
performance will depend on the position of the faults. In a PS structure, 
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when one element locked up it will cause the failure of the other element in 
the same parallel configuration, so that if the two faulty elements happen in 
the same parallel configuration it will not cause a failure of the whole 
structure, but if happen in different parallel configurations it will make the 
whole structure locked up. In a SP structure, the situation is different. It can 
not accept that two faults happen in the same series configuration because 
this will make the series configuration locked up and make the whole 
structure locked up, but it can accommodate two faults separated in different 
series configurations. Comparing both structures, the PS structure can only 
accommodate two situations with two lockup faults (two in bottom parallel 
configuration and two in top), while the SP structure can accommodate four 
situations (one in each series configuration). It can be concluded that the PS 
structure is more sensitive to the lockup fault (travelling loss) than the SP 
structure. This is because the PS structure combines two parallel 
configurations while the SP structure only combines one, and the parallel 
configuration is very sensitive to the travelling loss. 
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Fig. 3.41 Simulation result of the PS structure with Bottom 1 open circuit 
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Fig. 3.42 Simulation result of the SP structure with Bottom 1 open circuit 
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Fig. 3.43 Simulation result of elements in a SP structure with Bottom 1 open 
circuit 
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The open circuit fault is then considered. The Bottom I element is assumed 
as the faulty element again and the mass of the load is increased to 2000kg 
to make the effort look more clearly. 
Simulation result of the PS structure is shown in Fig. 3.4 I and the SP 
structure is in Fig. 3.42 with each element's result shown in Fig. 3.43. 
Comparing the overall performance, both structures are very similar with a 
full velocity output (same as the healthy performance). The open circuit fault 
is accommodated by the parallel configuration which means the Bottom I 
element is pushed by other element(s). From this point of view, the open 
circuit fault is more easily to be accommodated than the lockup fault. 
When two open circuit faults happen, the result is depended on the position 
of the faults. For the PS structure, it will make a failure when both faults 
happen in the same parallel configuration, while the SP structure will fail 
when faults are separated into different series configuration. From this point 
of view, it can be concluded that the SP structure is more sensitive to the 
open circuit fault (force loss) than the PS structure. This is because the PS 
structure combines one series configuration while the SP structure combines 
two, and the series configuration is very sensitive to the force loss. 
Considering that the open circuit (force loss) is more easily to be 
accommodated than the lockup (travelling loss), the two-by-two 
series-in-parallel structure is a better structure. Hence it will be used for the 
control design studies which will be introduced in Chapter 4. 
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3.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, a set of Simulink models has been built using 
electro-mechanical actuation technique. Using the single element, the series 
and the parallel configurations are modelled. The simulation studies show 
that the series configuration is more effective at position and velocity 
outputs while the parallel configuration is more effective at force output. The 
open-loop tests also show that the series configuration is more sensitive to 
force loss (open circuit) faults while the parallel configuration is more 
sensitive to travelling loss (lockup) faults. To comprise both advantages, a 
pair oftwo-by-two grid structures (parallel-in-series and series-in-parallel) is 
modelled. Both structures show similar performance at all three outputs but 
under open-loop faults injected situations, the PS structure is more sensitive 
to lockup fault while the SP structure is more sensitive to the open loop fault 
because they comprise different number of series and parallel configurations. 
Considering the open loop fault is more easily to be accommodated, the 
two-by-two SP structure will be used for the control design, which will be 
introduced in Chapter 4. 
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4. CONTROL STUDIES 
Two kinds of two-by-two grid structures have been built up in 
Simulink and some open-loop tests have been done in both 
healthy and faults injected situations. Closed-loop control issues 
will be discussed in this chapter. As concluded at the end of 
Chapter 3, a two-by-two series-in-parallel structure is used for the 
control design. Position control is considered. By closing the loop, 
the HRA is controlled to track a step signal. 
In this chapter, a robust analysis is firstly gIven with an 
introduction of two control structures. Then, both classical and 
optimal control algorithms will be applied for control design. A 
proportional controller is first designed as a benchmark, which 
means all controllers are designed to have similar performance. 
All controllers will be tested in a healthy situation in this chapter. 
The performances of each controller under faults injected 
situations will be presented later in Chapter 5. 
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4.1 Robust Analysis and Control Structures 
Before starting the control design, it is necessary to do some analysis about 
the mechanical structure used for a HRA. The analysis will be based on the 
Simulink model and state-space model as well, so that finding out the 
state-space model is the first step to do. 
4.1.1 State-space model of a two-by-two SP structure 
The structure has heen introduced in Section 3.3.2. Mathematical expression 
for the mechanical parts is given in equation 3.6. Same as the individual 
actuator, the state-space model combines both electrical and mechanical 
states. There are four elements included in this grid structure and here all of 
them are assumed identical, and driven by same voltage input. A twenty-six 
state state-space model then can be got in the form of 
x = Ax + Bu, y = ex + Du. The applied voltage is chosen as the input and 
the position of the overall structure is chosen as the output. The states are 
chosen same as individual ones for each element, whose meaning was 
shown in Table. 3.4, but here subscripts have to be used to identify different 
elements included in the structure, where 'b' means bottom; 't' means top; 
and' I' and '2' express actuator I and 2 respectively. The state vector is 
chosen as: 
In the SP structure, the state matrix A will comprise both the model of each 
individual actuator element and the coupling between different elements, 
thus it can be partitioned into a 4x4 matrix based on the physical meaning 
with elements bl, b2 (the bottom elements), tl, t2 (the top elements) in the 
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diagonal, and their coupling relations in the off-diagonal positions. 
bl bl * tl bl *b2 bl*t2 AI! AI2 A13 AI. 
tl * bl tl tl *b2 tl * t2 A,I A22 A23 A2• A= or, A= 
b2*bl b2 *tl b2 b2*t2 A31 A32 A33 A3• 
t2 *bl t2 * tl t2*b2 t2 
. '. A'I A'2 A'3 
A44 
.' . 
The sub-matrices Aij for all i = 1,2,3,4 and j = 1,2,3,4 are given as 
follows: 
_ Rarm _ K, 0 
Larm Larm 
0 0 0 0 
K, _ Cm n'K 0 nKm 
___ m
0 0 Jm Jm Jm Jm 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
All = 0 0 nKm -~ Ks+Km .£.. .!5.."" 
M, M, M, M, M, 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 .£.. .!5.."" -~ Km+Ks 
ML ML ML ML 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7'7 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
Al2 = 0 0 0 0 0 
AI3 = °7•7 , A14 = °7•7 , 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 _nKm 0 Km 
Mm Mm 
0 0 0 0 0 ,., 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 _nKm Jm 
A21 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Km 
M, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S'7 
_Rarl/l _ K, 0 0 0 L,~ Larm 
K, _ Cm _ n2Km 0 nKm A23 = °5*7' 
A22 = Jm Jm Jm Jm 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 nKm _s;. Km+Ks 
M, M, M, 
0 0 0 1 0 S" 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A31 =°7*7' An =°7*5' A24 ::: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 .s... K, 
M, M, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S'7 
_ Rarm _ K, 0 
L.~ L.~ 0 0 0 0 
K, _ Cm n'K 0 nKm 0 
___ m
0 Jm Jm Jm J. 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
A33 = 0 0 nK. -~ Ks+Km .s... ~ 
M, M, M, M, M, 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 .s... .& _.s.. Km+Ks 
ML ML ML ML 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ~7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A41 = 07*7' 
A34 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 _ nKm 0 _ Km 0 0 
Mm Mm 
0 0 0 0 0 0 o 7.' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ nKm 
0 0 0 0 0 
Jm 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A42 = 0 0 0 0 0 , A43 == 0 0 0 0 0 0 Km 
0 0 0 0 0 M, 
0 0 0 .s... .& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ML ML 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 7'S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7'7 
_ Rarm _ K, 0 
Larm Larm 
0 0 0 0 
K, _ Cm n'K 0 nKm 0 
___ m
0 Jm Jm Jm J. 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
A44 = 0 0 nK. -~ K$ +Km .s... .& 
M, M, M, M, M, 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 .s... IS.. _2C, _ 2K, 
ML ML ML ML 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7'7 
and the corresponding B,C matrices are: 
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B=[_I_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
La"" Larm 
000010000001000000J' 
L_ L_ 
c=~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
In the A matrix, sub-matrices AI.' A23 , A'2' A" describe relationships 
between uncoupling elements b I and t2 as well as b2 and t1 respectively. 
Elements b I and b2 are fixed to the same end, but they both can move 
independently, so that sub-matrices, An and A,I' describing relationships 
between elements bl and b2, are also zero. Other sub-matrices are non-zero 
describing individual elements or coupling relationships between different 
elements. All elements are assumed identical and all parameters are 
remained the same as the individual actuator which are shown in Table. 3.3. 
4.1.2 Open loop robust analysis 
Before starting the control design process, it is useful to do some robust 
analyses based on the state-space model using Robust Control Toolbox of 
MATLAB. Robust Control Toolbox is a collection off unctions and tools that 
help to analyse and design control systems with uncertain elements, which 
are at the heart of robust control. Model uncertainty arises when system 
gains or other parameters are not precisely known, or can vary over a given 
range. On the other hand, unmodelled dynamics also introduce uncertainty 
into existing models, which may affect not only values but also the shapes of 
models' frequency response in some specific frequency ranges. 
In the simulated HRA system, multiple actuation elements are included 
which are assumed to be identical. But in the real world, it is impossible to 
have identical elements, and so the parameters of different elements could 
vary over a given range. This is the first uncertainty that needs to be 
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considered and analysed. On the other hand, a more important uncertainty to 
a HRA system is the changes in dynamics when faults are injected to some 
of the elements. From the view of fault tolerant control, the changes can be 
accommodated by reconfiguring the control structure. But from the view of 
robust control, a fixed robust controller is needed to accommodate changes 
or uncertainties of dynamics. In this section, both parameter and dynamic 
uncertainties will be analysis based on the two-by-two SP HRA state-space 
model. 
4.1.2.1 Healthy situation 
A healthy situation is considered firstly, which means a HRA with identical 
elements and without any faults injected. A Bode diagram based on the 
state-space model will be given in Fig. 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.1 Bode diagram of a HRA under healthy situation 
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The figure illustrates the frequency perfonnance from 1 0-5 Hz to 105 Hz. 
From this perfonnance, a proportional controller is then going to be 
designed (in Section 4.2) to raise the low frequency gain. The close-loop 
bandwidth is then can reach about 1 Hz. According to this figure, some 
uncertainties will be added into the model to test the difference from the 
healthy situation. If a big difference exists, a more robust controller will be 
needed. 
4.1.2.2 Parameter uncertainties 
As introduced, there are two kinds of uncertainties, parameter and dynamic. 
The parameter uncertainties describe some uncertain parameters in a given 
model structure. The reason for such an uncertainty includes error or 
approximate estimate during the measuring of parameters, parameter variety 
due to nonlinearities or changes in the operating conditions, and so on. 
Because of these reasons, it is almost impossible to get exactly accurate 
parameters in a simulation model. Sometimes, error in the parameters may 
make a big difference from the view of controller design so that it is 
important to do such an analysis before applying the designed controller 
based on a simulation model to the real application. 
In the HRA model, there are four actuation elements included assumed to be 
identical. In a real world, the elements can not be identical because of the 
parameter uncertainty, although their structures are same. In this analysis, 
20% (from -10% to 10%) uncertainty is added into each parameter related in 
the model. The frequency perfonnance fromIO-5Hz to105 Hz including the 
parameter uncertainties is illustrated in the next figure. 
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Fig. 4.2 Bode diagram of a HRA with 20% parameter uncertainty 
In the figure, the red line presents the original system and all blue lines 
present systems with parameter uncertainties. The difference is bigger at 
frequency lower than O.Jrad/s, especially at very low frequency. But for a 
controller designed with a bandwidth at about I Hz, the very low frequency 
part is not very important, so that it can be said that the parameter 
uncertainty is not very important for the control design. 
4.1.2.3 Dynamic uncertainties 
Comparing with the parameter uncertainties, dynamic uncertainties are much 
more complex to analyse because of changes of model structure. In a HRA, 
except normal unmodelled dynamics, dynamic changes with faults injected 
into one or more actuation elements are more important to be considered. 
Some possible faults of an electro-mechanical actuator also have been 
introduced in Section 3.1.4, including lockup, open circuit and short circuit. 
Firstly, situations with lockup faults injecting will be introduced. 
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As discussed at the end of Chapter 3, a grid structure can accommodate both 
force and traveling loss faults depending on the number and position of the 
faults, but performance degradations can also be expected. A SP structure is 
good at accommodating lockup faults but it also will fail when both 
elements in one series configuration locked up. A Bode diagram with 
different number of faults is shown in Fig. 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.3 Bode diagram of a HRA with lockup faults 
In the figure, frequency performances of the systems with only one faulty 
element (B 1), and two faulty elements in different series configurations (B I 
and B2) are very similar to the healthy situation, which means the dynamics 
does not change very much. The other three faulty system's performances 
are very different, which means the dynamics have changed a lot. Situations 
with open circuit fault will be analysed following. 
The open circuit fault has been shown to be more easily accommodated than 
lockup faults, especially when the mass of the load is small, which means 
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the inertia of the load is small. Here, the load mass is remained as 20kg. In 
this situation, the SP structure can continually work until all elements fails. A 
Bode diagram is shown in Fig. 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.4 Bode diagram of a HRA with Open circuit faults 
In the figure, all performances are very similar except the system with all 
four elements fails which can not be shown on the figure. A short circuit 
fault is considered following. 
As with open circuit, the HRA will not fail until all four elements are under 
short circuit. A Bode diagram is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
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Fig. 4.5 Bode diagram of a HRA with short circuit faults 
The result is similar the open circuit situation. Only the system with all 
elements failing can not be shown on the figure and the other systems 
perform similarly. 
From the three frequency domain tests, it can be concluded that the 
frequency response of a two by two Sop HRA will not change very much 
until the HRA fails. This is because by using a more complex mechanical 
structure, the HRA itself provides some degree of robustness to faults from a 
point of view of robust control. But when there are too many elements fail, 
the HRA also will fail and no control action can avoid this. This feature 
provide a wide range of choices to design different kinds of controllers of a 
healthy HRA without considering too much about changes in dynamic when 
faults injecting unless the number offaults will lead to a failure of the HRA. 
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4.1.3 Control structures 
After considering the mechanical structure, it also necessary to explore some 
features of control structures. Based on different level of feedback 
information, two kinds of controllers are defined here: a "Global Controller" 
is based on feedback information of the overall HRA; and a "Local 
Controller" is based on information fed back from each actuation element. 
Based upon these two kinds of controllers, two control structures can be got 
as shown in Fig. 4.6. 
Global 
Controller 
Global 
Controller 
Bottoml Topl 
Bottom2 Top2 
(a) voltage-driven 
(b) current-driven 
Fig. 4.6 Two kinds of control structures 
Load 
Load 
In structure (a), there is only a global controller for the full actuator 
assembly. In structure (b), there is a global controller for the full actuator 
assembly with local controllers at each actuation elements. 
For a position tracking purpose, a position feedback global controller is 
necessary in both structure, and current feedback is used for the local 
controllers. By adding a current inner loop (similar to force control), a better 
!lO 
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control perfonnance can be expected. Then the left structure can be called a 
voltage-driven structure because the global controller gives a voltage control 
signal to all elements, while the right one can be called current driven 
structure because the global controller gives a current control signal to all 
local controllers. 
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4.2 Classical Control 
The robustness provided by the mechanical structure gives it a lot of 
possibilities to design different controllers for the HRA. Using the linear 
model built in Simulink and state-space model, the control design will be 
started with classical algorithms using loop shaping method. Proportional 
Integral Derivative (PID) controller, Lead and Lag compensations are some 
typical classical controllers used widely in industry. Here the classical 
control design will use these components, and started with the individual 
actuator. 
4.2.1 Individual actuator 
A Simulink model of an individual electro-mechanical actuator has been 
given in Section 3.1 as well as a state-space model including all parameter 
values listed in Tab. 3.2. The control design is firstly based on analysis of the 
state-space model in frequency domain, and then be verified on the Simulink 
model in time domain. A voltage-driven classical controller will be designed 
firstly. 
4.2.1.1 Voltage-driven classical controller 
In the frequency domain, the low frequency gain is needed to be 
compensated. A proportional controller with a gain of 2000V Im is then 
designed for the global position controller to raise the magnitude without 
overloading the DC motor. The controller is then applied to the Simulink 
model. A step signal with a set point at O.03m is chosen as the reference 
signal. The performance in time domain is shown in Fig. 4.7. 
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Fig. 4.7 Perfonnances of an individual actuator with a voltage-driven 
classical controller 
It can be found the actuator can reach the set point within about ! second. 
After the gain increased, the phase margin (P.M.) is about 87deg and the gain 
margin (GM.) is about !8AdB so that no other compensator is needed. The 
closed-loop bandwidth is about 1Hz for the overall feedback system. 
4.2.1.2 Curreut-driven classical controller 
A current-driven control structure is considered. The voltage-driven 
controller will be used as a benchmark. The closed-loop bandwidth is also 
designed at about 1Hz. A current loop will be added. Generally an inner-loop 
controller will be much faster than the out-loop design. Here the bandwidth 
of the current loop is chosen at about 50Hz. Then an integral controller with 
a gain of 800 is used for the current control, with a closed-loop bandwidth of 
about 75Hz. A proportional controller with a lead compensator is designed 
for the position outer-loop. The proportional gain is set as 10, and the lead 
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compensator has a gain of22, a zero at -1.14, and a pole at -25.31. Again, 
the controller is applied to the Simulink model with a set point at O.03m. The 
time domain result is shown in Fig. 4.8. 
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Fig. 4.8 Performances of an individual actuator with a current-driven 
classical controller 
Similar performances can be found comparing with the voltage-driven 
controller, although the output voltage from the current-driven controller is 
limited at 40V, which means the system using current-driven structure can 
have faster responses. Another difference is that the control voltage reaches 
the peak value at about 0.1 s so that the actuator has a soft start. After the 
compensation, the phase margin (P.M.) is about 76.7deg and the gain margin 
(GM.) is about 26.1dB. The closed-loop bandwidth is about 1Hz for the 
overall feedback system. 
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4.2.2 Two-by-two series-ill-parallel HRA 
A similar process is applied to design classical controllers for the 
two-by-two series-in-parallel HRA whose Simulink model has been given in 
Section 3.3.2 and state-space model given in Section 4.1.1. The HRA is a 
combination of individual actuators so that it has very similar performance 
under frequency domain with the individual actuator. A voltage-driven 
controller is firstly designed. 
4.2.2.1 Voltage-driven classical controller 
Same as the individual actuator, a proportional controller is chosen as the 
global position controller. Because the SP structure can double the position 
output, the set point is chosen as a.a6m, and the proportional gain is reduced 
to lOOaV Im without overloading the DC motors. The performance of the 
closed-loop system is shown in Fig. 4.9. 
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Fig. 4.9 Performances of an HRA with a voltage-driven classical controller 
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The performance is very similar with the individual actuator's although the 
set point has been increased. After the compensation, the phase margin (P.M.) 
is 83.7deg and the gain margin (GM.) is 11.4dB so that no other 
compensator is needed. The closed-loop bandwidth is about I Hz for the 
overall feedback system. 
4.2.2.2 Current-driven classical controller 
Same individual current loop controller is used as local controllers in the 
current-driven control structure. Using the voltage-driven controller as the 
benchmark, a proportional controller with a lead compensator is designed for 
the global position controller. The proportional gain is set as 4.7, and the 
lead compensator has a gain of 33, a zero at -1.09, and a pole at -36.31. A 
0.06m step signal is used as a reference signal. The time domain 
performance is shown in Fig. 4.1 O .
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Fig. 4.10 Performances of an HRA with a current-driven classical controller 
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Although the current-driven structure will give separate control signal to 
each element in the HRA, all of them are very similar since the same 
elements are supposed to be used in the HRA so that only one voltage signal 
is shown in Fig. 4.10. The voltage input is limited at 40V so that the HRA 
can perform faster with a higher gain controller. With this design, the P.M. is 
80.8deg, the G.M. is 23.5dB, and the closed-loop bandwidth is again about 
1Hz. 
4.2.3 Summary of the classical control design 
Some classical controllers based on both voltage-driven and current-driven 
structures have been designed. Starting from classical loop shaping design 
can help to access with the performance of the HRA under both frequency 
and time domain. Using voltage-driven controller as a benchmark, both 
controllers work well under a healthy situation to reach the set point. More 
tests under faults injected situations will be given in Chapter 5. The optimal 
control design, in the next section will also use the classical voltage-driven 
controller as the benchmark. 
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4.3 Optimal Control 
Optimal control design is different from the classical loop shaping method, 
because it seeks to get the best possible performance of the plant (generally 
computer-assisted). In order to achieve this remarkable aim, those aspects of 
the plant's behaviour are incorporated into a mathematical expression (cost 
function). The controller design process synthesizes a controller which will 
minimize the cost function. 
Here, the optimal control design is based on State-space models of systems 
to find a state variable feedback (SVF) matrix to minimize the cost function. 
A basic state variable feedback approach, given a usual State-space 
representation of a system x = Ax + Bu, Y = ex + Du, is to find out a 
regulator K making Ac = A - BK, where Ac is the closed-loop plant 
matrix. The eigenvalues of Ac are therefore the same as the closed-loop 
poles of the systems. Thus, the elements of K can be chosen to give Ac any 
required set of closed-loop eigenvalues (poles), so long as the original 
system is completely state controllable. 
Optimal control methods provide another way of placing the closed-loop 
poles of a system, in order to achieve the desired behaviour. In this case, the 
designer does not know the closed-loop pole locations that satisfy the 
optimal performance. Instead, the poles are placed by the optimal control 
design procedure. Thus, optimal control methods are one more way of 
choosing the contents of the feedback matrix K in an SVF scheme. 
The optimal control method used in the HRA application is called Linear 
Quadratic Regulator (LQR), which uses a simple quadratic cost function 
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expressed as J = r: [xT Qx + UT Ru}it . The required closed-loop performance 
o 
then can be got by tuning Q and R until the minimization of the resulting 
cost function leads to a suitable result on the plant. With modem 
computer-assisted control system design (CACSD) environments, it is quite 
easy to go through an iterative cycle of design. The MATLAB Control 
Systems Toolbox used in this application has a single command lqr for 
designing an optimal regulator given only the matrices Q and R, and the 
State-space model of the plant. 
The LQR methods can also be extended to the LQG case, in which the 
presence of noise (which is assumed to be Gaussian-distributed) is taken to 
be corrupting the process. Such systems normally involve the use of a 
Kalman filter (KF) as a state estimator, combined with an optimal controller. 
The KF can extract state estimates from disturbed and noisy signals, but only 
based on accurate plant models and information about white noise 
disturbances. The MATLAB Control Systems Toolbox provides simple 
commands for designing the KF given the previous error covariance Qn 
and the noise statistics Rn' The optimal control design is firstly applied on 
an individual actuator, and than extended to the two-by-two series-in-parallel 
HRA. 
4.3.1 Individual actuator 
As mentioned, LQG control is applied here and the purpose is again tracking 
a O.03m step signal. Only the voltage-driven structure is considered for the 
optimal control which means there will be only one global controller based 
on the performance of the overall position. The current-driven structure is 
not considered because of the complexity of the model when current 
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inner-loop is added into a two-by-two or more complicate HRA structure. 
Since the LQR controller is a state variable feedback regulator, it is 
necessary to add another state, which is the integral of position error, to the 
previous seven states individual actuator model for a position tracking 
purpose. Also, a Kalman filter is combined to provide state estimate. 
Velocity and position outputs are chosen as the inputs to the KF. A new 
Simulink model is then created for the LQG control as shown in the next 
figure. 
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Fig. 4. I I Simulink model of an individual actuator using LQG control 
In the model, the states estimated from the Kalman filter, plus the extra 
integration state, are fed back to the LQR regulator matrix to provide control 
signal to the individual actuator. The regulator K is calculated depending on 
the choice of weighting matrix Q and R in the cost function. There are eight 
states to be controlled so that state weighting matrix Q is chosen as an eight 
by eight diagonal matrix. To ensure a small steady state error, the eighth 
state which is the integral of position error must be very small, so that the 
corresponding parameter value in Q matrix has to be chosen as a very big 
value, which is 10'. Comparing with this big value, all other seven 
parameters in Q can be chosen to have a relatively small value, which is 0.01 
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here. Since there is only one input in this system, input weighting R is 
chosen as a single value as I. The Kalman filter is based on a State-space 
model of the individual actuator, so that state matrix, input matrix, and 
output matrix should be put in related position in the KF, i.e. block A, Band 
C. The regulator L also depends on the choice of previous error covariance 
Qn and the noise statistics Rn' There is only one control input to the KF so 
that Q" is estimated as 0.01 and two outputs are chosen as inputs to the KF, 
so that Rn is estimated as a two by two diagonal matrix with both values 
also set to O.oJ. Using MATLAB commands, both regulators for LQR 
controller and Kalman filter can be calculated easily using these four tuning 
matrices, A simulated performances under time domain of the individual 
actuator are shown in Fig. 4.12. 
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Fig. 4.12 Performances of an individual actuator using LQG control 
A little overshoot can be found at the position output. The performance is 
very similar with the result using current-driven classical controller. The 
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voltage peak is less than 40V, and reaches the peak value at about 0.1 s so 
that the actuator has a soft start. Under frequency domain, the phase margin 
(P.M.) is 64.9deg and the gain margin (GM.) is 24.9dB. The closed-loop 
bandwidth is about 1 Hz for the overall feedback system. 
4.3.2 Two-by-two series-in-parallel HRA 
The LQG controller is a state variable feedback algorithm so that a 
state-space model is necessary. A full order two-by-two series-in-parallel 
HRA State-space model comprises 26 states as introduced in Section 4.1. 
Only voltage-driven structure is applied to avoid making the control design 
too complex. Same design process as introduced for individual actuator will 
be applied. But when calculating control regulator, it will meet some 
computation problem for the HRA. This is due to the repeated dynamics 
inside the HRA model. When building up the state-space model of the 
two-by-two HRA, all four actuation elements are supposed to be identical, 
so that same dynamics are repeated four times inside the model. Although 
the four elements are in different places inside a HRA, each actuation 
element performs very similar when same control input is applied to all of 
them under a voltage-driven control structure. These repeated dynamics 
reduce the controllability and observability of the system which causes 
mathematical problems for the LQG control design. 
To obviate this problem, three different approaches will be presented. The 
first approach is to add some small variations into the parameters so that 
each element's parameters are slightly different from the others inside the 
HRA. The other two methods employ model reduction. The central problem 
in model reduction is to find a low-order approximation given a high-order 
linear time-invariant stable model such that the infinity norm of the 
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difference is small. The advantage is that a simpler controller can be found 
by reducing the number of states. Here, the low-order approximations are 
found through two ways. One uses a mathematical method called balanced 
realization truncation and the other uses a physical reduction (based on the 
physical equations). All three controllers are designed to track a 0.06m step 
signal. 
4.3.2.1 Parameter variation 
The purpose of this method is to avoid repeated dynamics by making each 
actuation element slightly different from each other. All parameter values of 
an individual actuator have been listed in Table. 3.3. Ten percent variations 
of each parameter are introduced to each actuation element in different place, 
which means the value of each parameter is changed to a random value in 
the range between 90% and 11 0%. The parameter variation (PVA) in 
actuation element helps to avoid the repeated dynamics of each sub element 
which would otherwise make calculation of the controller and observer gains 
difficult. After using different parameters of each element, a new State-space 
model can be produced. Then both LQR control matrix and Kalman filter 
gains can be calculated using MATLAB commands. 
An extra state which is the integral of position error is added for a position 
tracking purpose. Then a suitable regulator K can be calculated by tuning the 
weighting matrix Q and R. The corresponding parameter in Q matrix is 
chosen as big as 109 , and all other parameters in Q is set as om. The input 
weighting R is chosen as a single value as 1. Putting state, input and output 
matrixes into related position in the KF, choosing both previous error 
covariance Qn and the noise statistics Rn as 0.01 for both input and 
outputs, the Kalman filter regulator L can be calculated in MATLAB. 
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Simulated performances under time domain of the HRA are shown in Fig. 
4.13. 
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Fig. 4.13 Performances of a HRA using PVA LQG control 
The position output can reach the set point with a little overshoot which is 
very similar as the performance of individual actuator using LQG controller. 
The control input still below SOV which means the controller can give a 
faster response when higher gain is applied. Under frequency domain, the 
phase margin (P.M.) is 64.2deg and the gain margin (G.M.) is 23.7dB. The 
closed-loop bandwidth is about 1.6Hz for the overall feedback system. 
4.3.2.2 The balanced realization truncation 
As introduced, the central problem in model reduction is to find a low-order 
approximation given a high-order linear time-invariant stable model such 
that the infinity norm of the difference is small. The advantage is that a 
simpler controller can be found by reducing the number of states. The 
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balanced realization truncations (BRT) based on the balanced realization of 
the model which evaluates the contributions to the response of each mode. 
The state coordinate basis is selected as a diagonal matrix in descending 
order. The magnitudes of the diagonal entries reflect the contributions. Only 
the most effective states, which affect the input-output mostly, are kept so 
that similar performance still can be achieved. Using the command balmr in 
MATLAB Control System Toolbox, it helps to find the balanced-truncation 
model Ghed(s) with order k from the original system G with order n, such 
that the infinity-norm of the error (Ghed(s) - G(s)) less than two times of 
n 
sum of the (n-k) smaller Hankel singular values, i.e. IIG-Ghedll~ ~2~>'1' 
hi 
In this case, eight states are kept in the balanced truncation model. The error 
hand is 0.055. Two figures showing both original and the reduced order 
systems' performances in time domain and singular values in frequency 
domain are given Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 respectively. 
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Fig. 4.14 Comparison under time domain between full order and BRT model 
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Fig. 4.15 Comparison under frequency domain between a full order and a 
BRTmodel 
A typical 36V voltage is applied to both original full-order model and the 
reduced-order model. In the time domain, slight differences can be found in 
velocity output. In both force and position outputs, both models perform 
very similar. In the frequency domain, the differences between two models 
increase after 2000rad/s. For lower frequencies, the performances are very 
similar. Based on these results it can be said that the eight states model using 
balanced realization truncation is very close to the full-order system, and the 
controller can be designed based on this reduced-order model with an order 
of8. 
An extra state which is the integral of position error is added, and the 
corresponding parameter in states weighting matrix Q is chosen as 3' to 
ensure a small steady state error. All other eight parameters in Q matrix are 
set at O.oI. The input weighting R is chosen as a single value as l. For the 
KF design, both previous error covariance Qn and the noise statistics Rn 
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are set at O.ol for both input and outputs. Simulated performance is shown in 
Fig. 4.16. 
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Fig. 4.16 Performances ofa HRA using BRTLQG control 
In the frequency domain, the phase margin (P.M.) is 64.7deg and the gain 
margin (GM.) is 22.ldB. The closed-loop bandwidth is about 106Hz for the 
overall feedback system. 
4.3.2.3 The physical reduction 
As for the balanced realization, the purpose for physical reduction (PR) is to 
find a low-order model which has similar performance to the high-order 
model. The difference here is that the reduction is based on physical 
understanding rather than mathematical methods. In this approach, the HRA 
is assumed as a bigger individual actuator with four times power input, but 
double force, speed and position outputs. This approach gives a State-space 
model with only seven states, as the individual actuator model. Both the full 
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order model and the reduced one are compared under time and frequency 
domain and shown in Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18 respectively. 
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model 
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The simulation results show very similar performance between the full order 
and reduced order model in both frequency and time domain. Then, based on 
this 7 order State-space model, a LQG controller can be designed. 
An extra state which is the integral of position error is added, with a 
corresponding parameter in states weighting matrix Q set as 1010. All other 
seven parameters in Q are chosen as 0.01. Input weighting R is chosen as a 
single value as I. Putting state, input and output matrixes into related 
position in the KF, choosing both previous error covariance Qn and the 
noise statistics Rn as 0.01 for both input and outputs, the Kalman filter 
regulator L is also calculated in MATLAB. Simulated result is shown in Fig. 
4.19. 
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Fig. 4.19 Performances of a HRA using PR LQG control 
The performance is very similar as the result using the other two kinds of 
LQG control although there is no overshoot in position output. The control 
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input still below SOV which means the controller can give a faster response 
when higher gain is applied. Under frequency domain, the phase margin 
(P.M.) is 76.1deg and the gain margin (GM.) is 23dB. The closed-loop 
bandwidth is about 13Hz for the overall feedback system. 
4.3.3 Summary of the optimal control design 
Three kinds of methods are used to avoid mathematical problem caused by 
repeated dynamics. The simulation results show that they all have similar 
performances using the classical voltage-driven controller as a benchmark. 
The peak control voltage does not reach the maximum value (60V), which 
means a faster response can be got. The physical reduction method is a better 
model reduction method because it provides similar performance remaining 
smallest number of states (seven) and it is not based on the full order model 
which makes the modelling process much simpler. But different from the 
full order one, the order reduced models can not present performance of each 
actuation element inside the HRA because the states lose the physical 
meaning during the reduction process. 
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4.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, a discussion of robustness of the two-by-two 
series-in-parallel HRA structure based on a state-space model has been given. 
The results show that the frequency domain performance will not change 
significantly until the whole structure fails. This feature provides a wide 
range of choices of control design for the HRA. Five kinds of controllers are 
then designed including both classical and optimal (LQG) algorithms. Using 
the voltage-driven classical controller is used as a benchmark for other 
controllers' design, all controllers show similar performances under a 
healthy situation, but the other four controllers' peak control voItages do not 
reach the limitation of 30V so that they can perform faster. For the classical 
designs, two kinds control structures are applied. For the optimal designs, 
because the repeated dynamics in the state-space model causes mathematical 
problems for the computer to calculate the controller regulator, three 
approaches are applied to solve this problem including both full order and 
model reduction methods. The physical reduction method is a better model 
reduction method because it provides similar performance remaining 
smallest number of states (seven) and it is not based on the full order model 
which makes the modelling process much simpler. But different from the 
full order one, the order reduced models can not present performance of each 
actuation element inside the HRA because the states lose the physical 
meaning during the reduction process. A more detailed compare of all five 
controllers will be listed later in Chapter 5, including faults injected 
situations. 
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Five controllers using both classical and optimal algorithms have 
been designed based on the two-by-two series-in-parallel HRA 
model, and all controllers have been tested under a healthy 
situation. As introduced previously, the main advantage of the 
HRA is the fault tolerance capability without any reconfiguration. 
To demonstrate this capability, the HRA will be tested under 
faults injected situations with all five controllers. Three kinds of 
faults are considered, open circuit, short circuit, and lockup. The 
Bottom 1 element is supposed to be faulty. The HRA is supposed 
to continually finish the position tracking task, although 
performance degradation can be expected and acceptable. 
In this chapter, performances of all five controllers under a 
healthy situation will firstly be compared as a reference. Then the 
three kinds of faults are considered separately with performance 
degradation level concluded at the end. 
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5.1 Healthy Situation 
The results of all five controllers design in Chapter 4 can be seen in Fig. 5.1, 
which shows the response to a O.06m step input. 
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Fig. 5.1 Simulation results of all controllers under a healthy situation 
Basically all controllers perform very similar at position output because 
other controllers are designed using the classical voltage-driven controller as 
a benchmark. In contrast to the classical voltage-driven controller, all other 
controllers can be designed to respond faster because the control input has 
not reach the maximum voltage the DC motor can accept. More detailed 
features at position output under time domain, including Steady-state Error 
(SE), Rise Time (RS), i.e. from 0% to 90%, Settling Time (ST), i.e. with a 
5% tolerance, Overshoot (OS) and Peak Velocity (PV), and frequency 
domain, including open-loop Phase Margin (P.M.), Gain Margin (GM.) and 
closed-loop Band Width (BW), are shown in the Table. 5.1. 
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Table. 5.1 Time and frequency features of all controllers with no fault 
Time Domain SEem) RT(s) ST(s) OS PV(m/s) 
Classical 
Voltage-Driven (CV) 0 0.36 0.46 0% 0.51 
Classical 
0 0.39 0.49 0% 0.30 Current-Driven (CC) 
Optimal 
Full-Order (OF) 0 0.26 0.28 4.7% 0.29 
Optimal 
Mathematical-Reduction (OM) 0 0.26 0.29 4.1% 0.29 
Optimal 
Physical-Reduction (OP) 0 0.31 0.38 0% 0.32 
Frequency Domain P.M.(deg) GM.(dB) BW(Hz) 
Classical 
Voltage-Driven 83.7 11.4 1.1 
Classical 
80.8 Current-Driven 23.5 1.0 
Optimal 
64.2 23.7 1.6 Full-Order 
Optimal 
Mathematical-Reduction 
64.7 22.1 1.6 
Optimal 
76.1 23 1.3 Physical-Reduction 
From the table, it can be found that at the optimal controllers responds a 
little faster than classical controllers although a little overshoot can be found 
for the OF and OM controllers. The OP controller responds more like a 
classical controller compared with the other two optimal controllers. In the 
frequency domain, same situation can be found. The OF and OM optimal 
controllers provide a higher closed-loop bandwidth at about 1.6 Hz, while 
the PR optimal controller is closer to both classical controllers, which 
provide a closed-loop bandwidth at about 1 Hz. Using both the figure and 
the table as a benchmark, performances of all controllers under different 
faulty situations will be shown in the following sections. 
Here, the Bottom I actuation element in a two-by-two series-in-parallel 
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HRA is supposed to be suffering a fault and the other three elements will 
help to overcome the failure. If only one element fault is considered, the 
position of the faulty element is not important because all four elements are 
playing a similar status in a two-by-two structure. If more faults are 
considered, the positions of faults will cause different results, i.e. two lockup 
faults happen in series will cause a failure of the overall HRA while in 
parallel will not result a failure. Same step signal with a O.06m set point will 
be applied as the reference. All five controllers will be tested under faulty 
situations without any reconfiguration in either control level or mechanical 
level. The HRA is expected to continue working under faulty situations 
although performance degradation will happen. The following sections 
present results for different fault conditions. 
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5.2 Open Circuit Fault 
Open circuit causes force capability loss of an individual actuator. The 
open-loop test shows that the SP structure responses slower when one open 
circuit happens. In the closed-loop for position tracking, it can be expected 
that the HRA will continually track the reference signal using a longer time 
to reach the set point. Performances under time domain of all five controllers 
when the open circuit fault happens to the Bottom 1 element are shown in 
Fig. 5.2 . 
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Fig. 5.2 Simulation results of all controllers with an open circuit fault 
Comparing with the results under a healthy situation as shown in Fig. 5.1, an 
open circuit fault will make the overall performance show some fluctuations 
at position output, i.e. more overshoot and longer settling time. The same 
performances characteristics which were given for the healthy system are 
listed in Table. 5.2. 
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Table. 5.2 Time and frequency features of all controllers with an open circuit 
fault 
Time Domain SE(m) RT(s) ST(s) os PV(mfs) 
Classical 
0 0.29 0.70 2.5% 0.38 
Voltage-Driven 
Classical 
0 0.52 0.67 0% 0.23 
Current-Driven 
Optimal 
0 0.27 1.11 18% 0.26 
Full-Order 
Optimal 
0 0.27 1.11 17% 0.25 
Mathematical-Reduction 
Optimal 
0 0.28 0.76 6.7% 0.24 
Physical-Reduction 
Freqnency Domain P.M.(deg) GM.(dB) BW(Hz) 
Classical 
78.5 20.2 1.7 
Voltage-Driven 
Classical 
83.1 26.1 0.7 
Current-Driven 
Optimal 
53.8 26.7 1.8 
Full-Order 
Optimal 
54.7 25.1 1.8 
Mathematical-Reduction 
Optimal 
67.4 25.9 1.8 
Physical-Reduction 
The table shows that in all cases the HRA still can reach the set point with 
zero steady-state error, but when compared with the healthy situation, some 
performance degradation can be seen especially when using optimal 
controllers. Although the rise time does not change much, even faster than a 
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healthy situation under some controllers, the settling time is longer than 
under a healthy situation. The classical CV controller shows some overshoot 
while there is no overshoot under a healthy situation. When using optimal 
OF and optimal OM controllers, the settling time is more than four times 
longer and the overshoot is three times bigger than under a healthy situation. 
The peak velocity is also decreased by about one fourth compared with a 
healthy situation. The classical CC controller shows the smallest degradation. 
Although the rise time is increased, the settling time is the smallest 
compared with other controllers and only increased by about 37% compared 
with the same controller under a healthy situation. In optimal controllers, OP 
controller shows best performance with the fastest response and smallest 
overshoot. 
The performances of the various controllers will change depending upon the 
detailed design, so that it is hard to say which kind of controller is most 
suitable to the HRA under a faulty situation. However all controllers show 
the ability of fault tolerance by achieving the required function because of 
the redundancies in mechanical structure. Performance degradation can be 
expected, and using the current designs of each controller, the classical 
current-driven controller shows the best performance when open circuit fault 
happens to one element. 
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5.3 Short Circuit Fault 
Short circuit is the other electronic fault modelled here. Under this situation, 
control voltage cannot be applied to the DC motor so that the motor can not 
generate any positive torque to drive the mechanical actuator. But, different 
from an open circuit fault, the current inside the motor will not become zero 
when the mechanical part is moving because the electro loop is still closed, 
so that the motor will generate a negative torque as a consequence of being 
pushed by the rest of the actuator system. Under this situation, the actuator 
will have some similarity with a lockup fault. The simulation results will be 
shown in Fig. 5.3. 
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Fig. 5.3 Simulation results of all controllers with a short circuit fault 
Basically, it can be found that the HRA still can follow the step signal. 
Different from open circuit fault, all controllers show quite smooth response 
at position output under a short circuit fault. The same performances 
characteristics are listed in Table. 5.3. 
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Table. 5.3 TIme and frequency features of all controllers with a short circuit 
fault 
Time Domain SE(m) RT(s) ST(s) OS PV(m/s) 
Classical 
0 0.48 0.62 0% 0.38 
Voltage-Driven 
Classical 
0 0.60 0.77 0% 0.23 
Current-Driven 
Optimal 
0 0.35 0040 1.2% 0.23 Full-Order 
Optimal 
Mathematical-Reduction 0 0.36 0.41 0.8% 0.23 
Optimal 
0 0.43 0.54 0% 0.24 
Physical-Reduction 
Frequency Domain P.M.(deg) GM.(dB) BW(Hz) 
Classical 
87.7 20.1 0.78 
Voltage-Driven 
Classical 
84.3 25.8 0.62 
Current-Driven 
Optimal 
69.6 26.2 1.19 
Full-Order 
Optimal 
70.1 24.6 1.17 
Mathematical-Reductiou 
Optimal 
79.5 25.5 0.91 
Physical-Reduction 
Compared with Table. 5.1, it can be seen that both rise time and settling time 
under faulty situation are longer than under healthy situation. Peak velocity 
is smaller, but overshoot is also smaller. Here both optimal OF and OM 
controllers perform in a very similar manner, faster than other controllers, 
but the degradation in settling time for these two controllers reaches about 
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45% while the smallest degradation happens using classical CV controller 
which is about 35%. Optimal OP controller is a little bit slower than the 
other two optimal controllers, but it is faster than classical controllers also 
with a degradation of 42%. The classical CC controller shows the worst 
performance with slowest response and biggest degradation which is about 
57%. Under frequency domain, changes also can be found. Both phase 
margin and gain margin rises while the bandwidth is smaller. As a 
conclusion, optimal controller shows a faster response than classical 
controller. But when considering the performance degradation, the classical 
voltage-driven controller is most suitable to the open circuit fault. Again, the 
results could be changed with different design. 
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5.4 Lockup Fault 
Lock-up is a mechanical fault which makes the actuator lose the capability 
of traveling. In an HRA, if all elements in series are locked up, then the 
whole HRA will fail. From this point of view, the lock-up fault is more 
difficult to be accommodated and more degradation can be expected 
compared with the electrical faults. The simulation performance of all 
controllers is given in Fig. 5.4. 
o 02 M M 08 I 12 lA 1.8 1,8 2 
time(s} 
__ - I I I : : : : : : 
~:ioO - - - - -,- - - - - -,- - - - -"'i - - - - - T - - - - -,- - - - - -,- - - - - -,- - - - - -, - - - - - T - - - --
j ()' V --- ~.--~--'--- .. -j -, •• ,- --I ----- --..•..• ---j---- • "or_ -- . ~---- -:----
-=0 0.2 0.4 0.6 08 , 1-2 1.4 1.8 \.8 
timers) 
Fig. 5.4 Simulation results of all controllers with a lock-up fault 
As introduced in Section 5.3, the short circuit fault is similar to the lock-up 
fault so that the performances look similar but bigger degradation is 
expected. Again, it can be found that the HRA can complete the function 
when fault is injected. The same performances characteristics are listed in 
Table. 5.4. 
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Table. 5.4 Time and frequency features of all controllers with a lock-up fault 
Time Domain SEem) RT(s) ST(s) OS PV(m/s) 
Classical 
0 0.54 0.70 0% 0.33 
Voltage-Driven 
Classical 
0 0.60 0.76 0% 0.19 
Current-Driven 
Optimal 
0 0.41 0.48 0.3% 0.20 
Full-Order 
Optimal 
0 0.41 0.47 0% 0.20 
Mathematical-Reduction 
Optimal 
0 0.49 0.62 0% 0.20 
Physical-Reduction 
Frequency Domain P.M.(deg) GM.(dB) BW(Hz) 
Classical 
88.0 24.1 0.7 
Voltage-Driven 
Classical 
83.8 30.0 0.6 
Current-Driven 
Optimal 
72.2 29.1 1.0 
Full-Order 
Optimal 
72.2 26.8 1.0 
Mathematical-Reduction 
Optimal 
80.7 29.3 0.8 
Physical-Reduction 
Compared with the features listed in Table. 5.3 under a short circuit fault, 
same result can be concluded with a slower response and bigger degradation. 
The degradation in settling time of three optimal controllers reach about 
70% while degradation of classical CV controller is about 50% and of 
classical CC controller is about 55%. The classical current-driven controller 
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still gives the slowest response, but the degradation is no longer the biggest. 
Again, the optimal controllers respond faster but degrade more. The classical 
voltage-driven controller shows a slower response but degrades less. Under 
frequency domain, same changes also can be found. Both phase margin and 
gain margin rises while the bandwidth is smaller. 
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5.5 Simulation Conclusion 
Table. 5.5 Rise time of controllers in healthy and faulty situations 
RiscTime 
160% 0.' 
140"10 0.1 
~ 120% 06 , 
• 
100";' 0.5 
! E ~ 80% 0.4 , 
J 
.. 
60% 0.3 
40% 0.2 
.;.: ~~:: 20"10 f , ., <:: 0.1 
::~. ::: :::: :::: 
0% 0 
ControUcrs 
Table. 5.6 Settling time of controllers in healthy and faulty situations 
Sett1ingTime 
400% 400% 
400% I.' 380"10 
360% 1.6 
340% 
320% 
" 300% g 280% 
• 260"10 
L2 
• 240% ! 220"/0 I ;; ~ 200"/0 , 
J 
180% 0.8 I-< 
160% 
140% 0.6 
120% 
100% 
0' 80% 
60% 
40"10 0.2 
20% 
w/o 
Controllers 
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Table. 5.7 Peak velocity of controllers in healthy and faulty situations 
PeakVdocity 
100% ,---------------------_ 0.8 
90% 0.7 
80% 
~ 70"/0 0.6 , , 
60% , 
~ 
'0% ~ 
.!' 40010 j 30% 
W .:: 
20% \ : ~ ~ 
10"10 :::: :} :::: 
.:.: 
0.5 ~ 
1 
0.4 ,e' 
0.3 ~ 
0.2 
0.1 
0% 
Controllers 
In previous sections, all five controllers designed in Chapter 4 are tested 
under three kinds of fault situations. The HRA can achieve the function to 
reach the set point no matter which kind of fault is injected, although 
different level of performance degradation can be found. The degradation 
level in Rise Time, Settling Time and Peak Velocity are listed in Table. 5.5 to 
5.7 respectively. 
For the open circuit fault, the classical current-driven controller shows the 
smallest degradation of settling time, while optimal controllers show very 
big degradation. For the short circuit and the lock-up fault, the classical 
voltage-driven controller shows the smallest degradation of settling time. 
The HRA shows more degradation when a lockup fault happens, especially 
for the peak velocity output. 
The result may be changed when using different design of controllers, but 
these test results demonstrate a fault tolerance ability of an HRA under some 
kinds of faults, and some controllers are more sensitive to some kinds of 
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faults with more performance degradation. More kinds of controllers could 
be designed and tested under more kinds and more number of faults, but 
these tests have not been done because of the limit of time. Based on these 
simulation results, the next step is to build up a real hardware demonstrator 
controlled in real time. Same kinds of controllers will be designed and tested 
under both healthy and faults injected situations. The design progress and 
experimental results will be shown in Chapter 6. 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
The work discussed so far has all been based on simulation in a 
software environment (MATLAB/Simulink). In order to 
demonstrate fully the viability of the HRA approach it is 
necessary to control a real hardware HRA. This chapter describes 
an experimental system that was developed by the author in order 
to do this. The system comprises a two-by-two series-in-parallel 
HRA driven and controlled in real-time by a PC running 
MATLAB/xPC Target operating system. The three main parts are: 
a control system based on XPC Target, the power driver and 
sensor system, and the four identical electro-mechanical actuation 
elements. Both classical and optimal controllers will be designed 
for this experimental HRA and all controllers will be tested under 
both healthy and faults injected situations. 
This chapter includes four main sections: hardware demonstration, 
model validation, individual actuator experimental results and 
HRA experimental results. 
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6.1 Hardware Demonstration 
In this section: first the real-time control (xPC) system will be introduced; 
next a test set-up comprising a single actuator element with its associated 
power drivers and sensors is discussed; and finally the two-by-two HRA 
experimental set-up is described. 
6.1.1 The Real-Time Control System (xPC Target) 
The real-time control system is based on MATLAB's xPC Target system 
[31]. To run this, two PCs are required: one working as a host PC and the 
other working as a target PC. The standard Windows XP operating system 
and MATLAB/Simulink software (including the xPC Target toolbox) are 
installed on the host PC, whilst the target PC boots from a floppy disk 
(created on the host PC) and loads MATLAB's own real-time operating 
system. 
Table. 6.1 The PCI cards 
Device Analog 110 Features 
NI PCI-6704 16 Analog Outputs Sending control signals 
NI PCI-6024E 16 Analog Inputs Monitoring current measurements 
NI PCI-6602 8 Counters Monitoring encoder signals 
Besides the software, data acquisition (DAQ) interface devices are also 
needed for taking measurements from and sending control signals to the 
analogue world outside the PCs. The three I/O boards used here were from 
National Instruments and are listed in Table. 6.1. The three cards are put 
inside the Target PC through PCI slots on the motherboard, and each card is 
connected to the experiment by means of screw terminal break-out blocks. 
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A Target PC is a real-time processor on which compiled Matl ab/S imulink 
C-code can be executed in real-time. The outputs measured fro m the 
experiment (v ia ADC and encoder) are used by the control a lgorithm(s) and 
the control actions (in puts) are applied to the experiments via the DAC card . 
The control a lgo rithms (and associated code) are written and compiled on 
the Host PC, from where they can be down loaded to the Target Pc. The Host 
PC also provides a means for monitoring and interacting with the rea l-time 
algorithms running on the Target. Communication between the Target and 
Host PC takes place over a TCP/I P network connection (so netwo rk cards 
were also installed in both PCs). 
6.1.2 The Single Actuator Experiment 
The purpose of the single electra-mechanical actuator experiment is to allow 
validati on of the modelling and control approach for a s impler single 
actuator before moving on to a HRA compri sing several elements. 
.... --- - -
. .. 
- -
~,...-- " 
/ 
view of the single actuator 
Fig. 6. 1 XPC Target system and single electra-mechanica l actuator 
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Fig. 6.2 Zoomed view of the single electro-mechan ica l actuator 
Fig. 6.1 shows a photograph of the sing le actuator ex perimental setup. Fig. 
6.2 shows a zoomed image of the actuator and motor. The key components 
of the ex periment are labe ll ed and w ill be summari sed below. 
I . The Host PC 
Th is was described In Section 6. 1. It al lows cod ing of the contro ll er and 
monitoring of the rea l- time process for offiine analys is. 
2. The Target PC 
Thi s was described in Section 6. 1. It runs the rea l-time contro l algorithms 
and sends data back to the Host Pc. 
3. Signal Generator 
Thi s is to generate the command voltage signal or reference signal for 
pos ition contro l. 
4. Break Out Blocks 
This is for connection of the experiment to the xPC Target contro l system. 
5. Amplifi er 
A linear DC servo amplifier is used to drive the DC servo motor. It provides 
a continuous output power rating up to 60W and an amplification ga in of 
2.84VIV. The amplifier can also provide current measurement from of the 
DC motor (at 2.4V/A) . Note: the am plifier has a fac ility for closed-loop 
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control using armature vo ltage sensing or tacho feedback , but these features 
will not be used here. The amplifier also needs a 24Vdc supply (a basic 
suppl y was sourced from RS and mounted in a case fo r safety reasons). 
6. Encoder 
The position information is provided by an encoder attached beh ind the DC 
molOr. The encoder provides rotational shaft position for the motor. This 
informat ion can be transferred to positi on information of the 
electra-mechanical actuator by taking into account the lead of balls crew. Full 
tec hn ica l details can be fo und in Appendix I. 
7. Motor 
The motor is a permanent magnet DC motor rated at 24V and with a top 
speed of2300rpm. Fu ll tec hnica l deta il s can be found in Appendix I. 
8. Ballscrew 
The ba ll screw and carriage assembly is a linear mot ion guide actuator (KR 
type) from THK Ltd. The ba ll screw has a lead of 2mm and a 150mm range 
of movement. Fu ll techn ical deta il s can be found in Append ix I . 
9. Connection Adapter 
An e lectromechani ca l actuato r can be obtained by connecting the DC motor 
and the ball screw through a connection adapter. The adapter used here is 
a lso designed by THK Ltd which is shown in Fig. 6.3 
Motor IldapIW 
OUter rail 
; MDlcw 
L .. 
51 
Fig. 6.3 Connection between motor and actuator 
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The 9 components have been introduced to set up the overall s in gle actuator 
contro l system. The overa ll system can be separated into three parts as 
introduced in the beginning of thi s chapter. The control system comprises 
components I to 4; the drive and sensor system compri ses components 5, 6; 
and the actuation system compri ses components 7 to 9. The overview of an 
individua l actuator contro l system is shown in Fig. 6.4 . 
Control system 
r-
Signal 
Generator 
Host PC Targe t PC 
1vL"TLAB NI6024E 
t-- command signal 
Simulink model N16602 position information 
Executable code NIG704 
nelw(lrk network I 
c:\nt card 
control signal 
Power r---- VolJage 
-
Dri ve 
Supply 
-
Amplifier ,1 applied and 
I voltage sensor 
DC ~ system I Mechanical Actuator n Mo( I 8. ~ 
P-
Single actuator 
Fig. 6.4 Overview of the individua l electro-mechanica l actuator control 
system 
6.1.3 The Two-by-Two Series-in-Parallel HRA 
Experiment 
Us ing four of the e lectro-mechanical actuation elements Fig. 6 .2, a 
two-by-two series-in-parall el HRA can be built up. This mechanica l 
structure has been introduced previously in Chapter 2. A side view and a top 
view of the hardware HRA are shown in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 separately. 
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Fig. 6.5 Side view of the experimental HRA with full extension 
Fig. 6.6 Top view ofrhe experimental HRA with no extension 
The mechanical design drawings can be found in Append ix 2. In thi s design, 
the motors of both bottom and top actuation elements are mounted on the 
bottom and top bases separately. There are also two linkages between bottom 
and top e lements to link the moving blocks to provide a separation. The to p 
base is mounted on a rail to support the weight of the top e lements and avoid 
shaking when moving, espec ially when faults are injected. 
The same contro l, drive and senSOr systems as introduced in Section 6. 1.2 
are used to control the HRA in real time, but the difference here is that it 
needs fou r amplifiers to drive al l four actuation elements separately and four 
encoders to provide position information of all e lements. Both the amp lifier 
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cards and encoders can be found in Fig. 6.5. By adding the bottom and top 
elements' travelling distance, the position information of the HRA can be 
obtained. 
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6.2 Model Validation 
Using the hardware demonstrator, it is possible to validate the controllability 
of a HRA. Several control strategies will be designed in a software 
environment based on a MATLAB/Simulink model, so that it is necessary to 
validate the simulation model firstly by comparing the outputs of the model 
with the real hardware HRA. All Simulink models' structures have been 
introduced in Chapter 3 and listed in Appendix 3. 
In this section, after being given parameter values, linear simulation models 
of the DC motor and the linear individual electro-mechanical actuator will 
be tested firstly. Then a non-linear individual actuator model will be 
introduced. Finally, a non-linear two-by-two series-in-parallel HRA model 
will be given and compared with the hardware HRA. 
6.2.1 Parameter identification 
All the simulation models have been introduced in Chapter 3, but because 
the modelling study came before the hardware setup, the parameter values 
used in the previous study are not coming from the real hardware 
demonstrator. In this section, the model structures developed will remain but 
the parameters will use some real values coming from datasheets. Some 
parameters which are not listed, including motor's and screw's damping and 
stiffness coefficients, screw and load mass, are remained same as in 
modelling study coming from [30]. All parameter values are listed in Table. 
6.2. Using these parameters and the structure given in Chapter 3, the output 
from the simulation models will be compared with the real actuator. The DC 
motor model will be tested firstly. 
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Table. 6.2 Parameters of a real electro-mechanical actuator 
Parameter Description Value/Unit Parameter Description ValuelUnit 
Rarm 
motor 7.8Q La= inductance of 
resistance the windings SmH 
K, voltage 0.0996 Kt torque 0.09NmlA 
constant V/rad/s constant 
2.14e-5 damping le-7 Jm motor inertia Kgm' Cm coefficient Nmlrad/s 
Km motor le7 N/m screw pitch 3. I 83e-4 n 
stiffness m/rad 
K, screw 1.8e5 N/m C, screw 1.2e3 
stiffness damping N/mls 
M, screw mass 0.03 kg ML load mass 0.04 kg 
6.2.2 Testing of a linear DC motor model 
By applying the parameter values listed in Table. 6.2 to the linear DC motor 
model introduced in Chapter 3, some simulation can be tested with different 
load to the motor. The performance of the real motor used in the hardware 
demonstrator is listed in Appendix I. Several tests are made using the linear 
model. A 24V DC voltage is applied to the model at time, t = Is. The 
simulations are carried out under no-load conditions firstly. Then a 'rated 
torque' which is 12Ncm is applied to the simulation motor at time t = 5s. 
Finally a 'peak torque' which is 27Ncm is applied at time t = 10s. The 
simulation result of the linear model is shown in Fig. 6.7, compared with a 
datasheet performance listed in Table. 6.3. 
Table. 6.3 Performance of a real motor under 25V DC 
Performance @ 24V DC 
No load speed 2300rpm Rated speed 1600rpm 
Rated torque 12Ncm Peak torque 27Ncm 
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Fig. 6.7 Simulation result of a linear DC motor model 
" 
From the simulation result, it can be seen that the 'no load speed' is about 
240rad/s which is about 2300rpm, the 'rated speed' is 140radis which is 
about 1400rpm, and finally it still gives about 5rad/s speed output when a 
'peak torque' is loaded. Comparing with real performance of the DC motor 
given by datasheet, there is a little difference between the simulation result 
and the listed performance. That could be because of the errors of the 
parameters' values or some unmodeled dynamics of the real motor including 
some nonlinear parts. But since the difference between the model and the 
real performance is not very big, the simulation model can be used to 
represent the real DC motor. 
6.2.3 Testing of a linear individual actuator model 
Different from the DC motor, the performance of the real electro-mechanical 
actuator is not given from the datasheets because the actuator is built up by 
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connecting a DC motor and a mechanical actuator ordered separately rather 
than ordered as a whole product. The real actuator is driven by the xPC 
Target system as introduced in Section 6.1. An XPC Target model is then 
built (listed in Appendix 4) including both the linear simulation model and 
analog I/O blocks, i.e. the PCI cards. A 5V square voltage signal is applied 
to both simulation model and real electro-mechanical actuator through the 
amplifier. The position and velocity performances are shown in Fig. 6.8 
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Fig. 6.8 Position and velocity outputs of the linear simulation model and the 
experimental individual actuator 
Both the simulated and real results have been shown. From the figure, it can 
be seen that the simulated actuator moves a little faster than the real one. The 
reason for the difference could be errors of the parameters' values and some 
non-modelled dynamics. A non-linear effect which is not modelled is the 
friction in the mechanical actuator part, because there will be some friction 
between the moving block and the outer rail. This non-linear friction part is 
then will be considered to create a more accuracy non-linear simulation 
model of the individual electro-mechanical actuator. 
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6.2.4 Testing of a non-linear individual actuator model 
To model the friction, an extra torque load can be added to the DC motor. 
The torque value is chosen same as the starting torque of the mechanical 
actuator given by Technical specification shown in Appendix I.The direction 
of the friction is opposite to the moving direction of the actuator so that the 
sign of the friction torque also need to be changed. The non-linear individual 
actuator model is shown in Fig. 6.9 
--
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-
-
Fig. 6.9 Individual electro-mechanical non-linear model 
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Fig. 6.10 Position and velocity perfonnances of the non-linear model and the 
real individual actuator 
The non-linear model is compared with the hardware actuator in real time 
with a 5V square voltage signal using the same xPC Target testing model. 
Both position and velocity perfonnances have been shown in Fig. 6.10. The 
simulated actuator perfonns very similar with the real actuator when friction 
is considered in the model. This non-linear model therefore represents the 
real individual electro-mechanical actuator very well. 
6.2.5 Testing of a non-linear HRA model 
A HRA model is built up by connecting the appropriate individual actuator 
models. A two-by-two series-in-parallel HRA model has been introduced in 
Chapter 3 and listed in Appendix 3. By adding the friction part into each 
element's model, a non-linear HRA model can be obtained. Also an xPC 
Target model (listed in Appendix 4) is created to control the hardware HRA 
and compare the perfonnance with a simulated HRA in real time. The three 
PCI cards are still used to transfer signal between the PC and real world, but 
four different channels are used for four individual elements. The overall 
position of the HRA can be obtained by adding the position outputs of all 
four elements and dividing by two, which can help to reduce the 
measurement errors. 
The actuation elements can be controlled separately by applying separate 
voltage to each element, although some elements will be pulled or pushed in 
some situations because they are linked together. Two experiments are tested. 
Firstly, a control signal using same voltage is applied to each actuation 
elements which is 3V. The overall position and velocity are shown firstly in 
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Fig. 6.11, and the bottom and top actuation elements' information in Fig. 
6.12 and Fig. 6.13 respectively. 
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Fig. 6.11 Performances of a two-by-two series-in-parallel HRA with same 
voltage 
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Fig. 6.12 Performances of bottom elements with same voltage 
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Fig. 6.13 Performances of top elements with same voltage 
When same voltage is applied to the elements, they perform very similar no 
matter where they are located inside the HRA. Also the simulation results 
match the real actuator's performance very well. 
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Fig. 6.14 Performances of a two-by-two series-in-parallel HRA with inverse 
voltage 
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Fig. 6.16 Performances of top elements with inverse voltage 
In the second test, the elements have different applied voltages. The bottom 
voltage shown in Fig. 6.14 is applied to Bottom I and Top 2 actuation 
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elements, while the top voltage is applied to Bottom 2 and Top I elements. 
Perfonnances of the HRA and each element are shown in Fig. 6.14 to Fig. 
6.16 separately. Because inverse voltages are applied to the two sets of 
elements, the overall output is zero. The result can be expected and predicted 
from the simulation model. This proves that the actuation elements inside 
the HRA can be controlled separately, and the overall perfonnance is the 
sum of the outputs of the two elements in series. From both tests, it can be 
said the non-linear simulation model represents the experimental HRA 
hardware well. 
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6.3 Experimental Results 
Actuator 
Individual 
As shown in Section 6.2, the non-linear model can give excellent prediction 
of the real hardware's behaviour and the linear version, likewise, showed 
that the main dynamic models were captured with only minor discrepancies 
due to friction. These two models can now be used in control design. The 
linear model will be used to design the controller and the non-linear one to 
test performance prior to application to the real actuator. 
In this section, a series of controllers will be designed and applied on the 
experimental individual actuator so that the control design can be extended 
to the hardware HRA in the next section. The classical loop shaping method 
will be introduced firstly and then the optimal control method will be 
applied. Both controllers are designed for position control and the design 
progress has been introduced in Chapter 4. 
6.3.1 Voltage-driven classical controller 
A 30mm square signal is applied as a reference, and the purpose of the 
system is to track the reference signal. A proportional controller is applied 
with a gain of 500V fm. Using this controller, the open-loop phase margin is 
88.2deg and the gain margin is 54.6dB. The closed-loop bandwidth is about 
O.25Hz. The controller is then applied to the non-linear individual actuator 
Simulink model. The purpose is to make sure the controller will work when 
applied to the real actuator and will not cause any damage to the hardware. 
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After being verified, the controller is then applied in the real world through 
an xPC Target model. The experimental results comparing with the 
non-linear model are shown in Fig. 6.17. 
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Fig. 6.17 Performance of an individual actuator with a voltage-driven 
classical controller 
Firstly, it can be seen that the simulated results are very close to the 
experimental ones which proves again the validity of the non-linear model. 
The position information shows that the real actuators can track the 
reference signal well although there exists a little steady state error. The 
reason is the friction between the moving block and out rail. When the 
moving block is near the set-point, the control voltage will become smaller 
than the value which is need to overcome the friction so that the actuator 
will not reach the set point exactly. The method to overcome the friction is to 
increase the control voltage. The simplest way is to increase the controller'S 
gain, but this will lead to changes in dynamics of the whole system in both 
time and frequency domain. The other way is to introduce a Coulomb and 
Viscous Friction block added at the output of the controller. The block 
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models a discontinuity at zero and a linear gain otherwise. The offset 
corresponds to the Coulomb friction: the gain corresponds to the viscous 
friction. The block is implemented asy = sign(u) * (Gain * abs(u) + Offset), 
where y is the output, u is the input, and Gain and Offset are block 
parameters. Here, the gain is chosen to be unity. By adding an offset, the 
controller output is increased automatically so that the compensated control 
signal can drive the actuator to overcome the friction. The offset needs to be 
chosen carefully because it will lead to oscillations of the actuator if the 
offset is too big, but otherwise a small value can not make the control 
voltage overcome the friction. The theoretical value is the minimal voltage 
for the actuator to start moving. Here the offset is chosen as 0.1 V and the 
steady state error is reduced from O.5mm to O.3mm. Although the error is not 
avoided completely, the effect can be seen. 
6.3.2 Current-driven classical controller 
A current feedback inner loop is then added into the voltage-driven 
controller. A proportional controller with a gain of 10VlA is used for the 
current loop. The closed loop bandwidth of the current loop is about 550Hz 
which is too high to be applied on the hardware. Then a Butterworth low 
pass analog filter is applied to the current close loop to reduce the bandwidth 
to about 200Hz. For the position outer-loop, a proportional controller with a 
gain of 50Alm is applied. The open-loop phase margin is 86.1deg, and gain 
margin is 72.2 dB. The closed-loop bandwidth is about O.25Hz. An xPC 
Target model (listed in Appendix in 4) is used to apply this controller to the 
hardware actuator. A 30mm square signal is applied as reference of the 
actuator. The experimental result compared with non-linear simulation 
model is shown in Fig. 6.18. 
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Fig. 6.18 Performance of an individual actuator with a current-driven 
classical controller 
Both non-linear model and real actuator can follow the reference signal well, 
although there is still a little steady state error because of the friction. A 
Coulomb & Viscous Friction block to avoid the steady state error is added 
before the current loop. The gain is chosen as unit, and the offset value is 
chosen as 0.04. The steady state error has almost been avoided 
6.3.3 Voltage-driven optimal controller 
The control design is then extended to an optimal control algorithm. A 
state-space model-based LQG controller is designed as introduced in 
Chapter 4. An xPC Target model is created for the real-time control, 
including a seven order Kalman Filter design using velocity and position 
measurements, plus an LQR design with an extra integral of position error 
state. A discrete time method is used here with a sampling time of 0.001 s to 
avoid the CPU overload. A 30mm step signal is applied. The experimental 
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results of both real and non-linear simulation model are shown in Fig. 6.19. 
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Fig. 6.19 Performance of an individual actuator with a discrete-time LQG 
controller 
In time domain, both non-linear model and real actuator can track the 
reference well with a very small steady state error. In the frequency domain, 
the open-loop phase margin is 68deg, and the gain margin is 48.1dB. The 
closed-loop bandwidth is about 0.26Hz. 
To use the continuous model, a decreased order state-space model has to be 
used due to processing limitations. Using the mathematical model reduction 
method called balanced truncation as introduced in Chapter 4, a state-space 
model with three states is obtained from the full states model. Performances 
of both non-linear model and real actuator to track a 30mm step signal are 
shown in Fig. 6.20. 
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Fig. 6.20 Performance of an individual actuator with a continuous-time LQG 
controller 
It can be found that both actuators track the reference well with a very small 
steady state error. The open-loop phase margin is 87deg, and the gain margin 
is 55.5dB. The closed-loop bandwidth is 0.37Hz. 
6.3.4 Comparison of individual actuator controllers 
The four controllers described above are now compared under both time 
domain (in Fig. 6.21) and frequency domain (in Table. 6.4) 
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Fig. 6.21 Position output of an individual actuator with four kinds of 
controllers 
Table. 6.4 Frequency features of an individual actuator with four kinds of 
controllers 
Controllers PM(deg) GM(dB) BW(Hz) 
Classical Voltage-driven 88.2 54.6 0.25 
Classical Current-driven 86.1 72.2 0.25 
Optimal Discrete-time 68 48.1 0.26 
Optimal Continuous-time 87 55.5 0.37 
Fig. 6.21 summarizes the step response of the real individual actuator to a 
30mm step signal for the four controllers. Table. 6.4 summarizes three 
frequency domain features including open-loop Phase Margin (PM), Gain 
Margin (GM), and closed-loop Bandwidth (BW). These four controllers 
were designed to perform very similar. Then similar control design progress 
will be applied to the two-by-two series-in-parallel HRA. 
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6.4 Experimental Results - HRA 
Having validated the model and demonstrated control of an individual 
actuator, the next step is to extend the control design to the two-by-two 
series-in-parallel HRA. Both classical and optimal controllers will be 
designed and tested with healthy and fault injected situations in real time to 
verifY the fault tolerant capability of the HRA. Using the same design 
progress as the individual actuator, the controller is firstly designed using 
linear simulation model, then verified on the non-linear model and finally 
used to control the hardware HRA in real time using the xPC Target system. 
Position feedback control is used here. Classical controllers including both 
voltage-driven and current-driven structures are designed firstly. Optimal 
controllers including full order and order reduction designs are then applied. 
A low speed design is applied firstly to avoid damage to the hardware, but 
only a typical classical voltage-driven control result is shown here. More 
detailed experimental results will be introduced using a fast control design. 
6.4.1 Slow design controller 
A proportional voltage-driven classical controller is designed with a gain of 
300V/m for the position control to track a 60mm step signal. Each element 
inside the HRA is controlled separately using different channels of the DAQ 
cards although the control signal is the same. A xPC Target model is given in 
Appendix 4. Using this design, the frequency domain performance is listed 
following: Gain Margin: 41.1dB, Phase Margin: 87.8deg, Closed-loop 
Bandwidth: 0.31Hz. The time domain results of the HRA are given in Fig. 
6.22 and results of each element are shown in Fig. 6.23. 
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Fig. 6.23 Performance of individual elements in the HRA with a 
voltage-driven classical controller 
Looking at the HRA results, overall position can reach the set point with 
negligible steady-state error due to the non-linear friction. Looking at details 
about the four elements' results, they have similar perfonnance which is 
about half of the overall performance. Based on this slow control design's 
result, a series of controllers using a faster design to track a 30mm step 
signal will be presented. 
6.4.2 Voltage-driven classical controller 
A PI controller will be applied for classical control designs. The proportional 
gain is chosen as I OOOV fm and the integral gain is chosen as 5000Vlm. 
There is also a limitation band from -30V to 30V, which is the maximum 
applied voltage of the DC motor inside the actuation element, to avoid 
overload the actuation elements. Results of both the overall HRA and each 
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element will be shown in Fig. 6.24 and Fig. 6.25 respectively. 
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Fig. 6.25 Perfonnance of individual elements in HRA with a voltage-driven 
classical controller 
With the high gain of both proportional and integral actions, it can be seen 
that steady state error can be avoided but a 30% overshoot appears. At the 
control signal, it is limited at 30V at the beginning. For actuation elements, 
all four elements perfonn very similar. An overshoot also can be found for 
each element. 
6.4.3 Current-driven classical controller 
Same current loop controller used for individual actuator (Section 6.3) is 
also applied as local controllers in this control structure. An PI controller 
with a proportional gain of 3000Alm and the integral gain of 1000Alm for 
the PI controller is used for the out-loop position feedback global controller. 
Again the control signal is limited at 30V to avoid overload. Results will be 
shown in Fig. 6.26 and Fig. 6.27. 
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Fig. 6.27 Performance of individual elements in HRA with a current-driven 
classical controller 
Fig. 6.26 shows the overall performance and Fig. 6.27 shows the individual 
elements'. Comparing with the voltage-driven control structure, the 
current-driven control design provides a faster response with less overshoot. 
This design has fully used the actuator because the control signal has 
reached the maximum voltage of the individual actuation element. The 
optimal control design also wiIJ use the full ability of all actuation elements 
inside the HRA. 
6.4.4 Full order LQG controller 
As introduced in Chapter 4, the repeated dynamics will cause mathematic 
problem when using MATLAB to calculate the control regulator. The two 
method used are to add parameter variations and to reduce the model's order. 
The full order design is introduced in this section by adding five percent 
variations of each parameter to avoid repeated dynamics in the state-space 
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model. Same as the individual actuator design, a discrete time design is 
applied. 
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Fig. 6.29 Performance of individual elements in HRA with a full order LQG 
controller 
Results of both the overall HRA and each element have been shown in Fig. 
6.28 and Fig. 6.29 respectively. Steady state error is reduced to zero due to 
the high gain in the controller. A fast response can be seen at the position 
output with a 30% overshoot. The control input has been limited at 30V to 
avoid over drive of actuation elements. 
6.4.5 Mathematical reduction LQG controller 
Model reduction methods are also applied to avoid repeated dynamics in 
state-space model. The mathematical method called balanced realization 
truncation is firstly used. Eight states are remained. Results of both the 
overall HRA and each element have been shown in Fig. 6.30 and Fig. 6.31 
respectively. 
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Fig. 6.31 Performance of individual elements in HRA with a mathematical 
reduction LQG controller 
The performance is very similar with full-order design's performance with a 
little smaller overshoot. Bottom and top elements also show very similar 
performances because same control input is applied. 
6.4.6 Physical reduction LQG controller 
A physical reduction method is then applied by assuming the HRA as a 
bigger individual actuator. The seven states individual state-space model 
with a four times bigger input matrix and a half magnitude output matrix is 
used. Results of both the overall HRA and each element have been shown in 
Fig. 6.32 and Fig. 6.33 respectively. 
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Fig. 6.33 Performance of individual elements in HRA with a physical 
reduction LQG controller 
The performance is very similar to the other two optimal control designs. 
The controller controls the HRA to reach the setpoint with zero steady state 
error and a 30% overshoot at position output. 
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6.5 Experimental Results - Faults Injected 
Five kinds of controllers using both classical and optimal algorithms have 
been introduced and applied to the two by two series-in-parallel HRA. All 
these algorithms have been shown to work well in the healthy situation 
(without any faults injected). But the main advantage of the HRA is the fault 
tolerance ability without changing controllers. To demonstrate this, all these 
controllers are tested under fault conditions (without changing any controller 
parameters). 
It is assumed that there is only one faulty actuation element: Bottom I 
element. Three kinds of faults are considered here: open circuit, short circuit, 
and lock up. These are readily simulated on the experiment. Open circuit is 
simulated by disconnecting the DC motor from its amplifier physically. 
Short circuit is simulated by disconnecting the DC motor electrically, i.e. 
setting applied voltage to be zero rather than physically. Lockup is simulated 
by lock the linkage with the mechanical actuator using two screws through 
the two holes made on the linkage. 
Performances of the HRA and each element under all the three faults will be 
shown and compared with the healthy situation. In all cases designs are as 
discussed earlier (based on fault free models). 
6.5.1 Voltage-driven classical controller 
Firstly, the classical voltage-driven controller is tested using the same design 
shown in Section 6.4.2. Performances of the HRA and actuation elements 
will be shown in Fig. 6.34 and Fig. 6.35 respectively. 
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Fig. 6.35 Performance of e lements with a classical vo ltage-dri ven contro ller 
when fault s injected 
Usi ng the hea lthy perfo rmance as a reference. it can be seen that the pos ition 
output still can reach the 30mm set point but degradations a lso can be fo und 
when the fau lts are injected. The lockup fault makes the HRA response 
s lowest, while the open c ircuit fault is the fa stest response in the faults 
injected situations. The short circuit fault 's response is s imilar to the lockup 
situation but a little faster. 
Look ing at the individual elements, because fau lts are injected into the 
Bottom I element, it can not provide any output. Both Bottom I and Top I 
are pushed by the other set of se ries connection . In the short c ircui t and 
lockup situation , the Bottom 1 e lement is difficu lt to be pushed so that very 
limited output can be prov ided (almost zero in the lockup situation). In the 
o pen c ircui t situation , the o nly resistance is the friction so that it is pushed 
more than the other two fault situations but still less output can be provided 
than a healthy situation. The Top I is then pushed to provide more output 
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than in a healthy situation to make the overall output of Top I and Bottom I 
be equal to the other series configuration. Because the Bottom I element's 
performance is limited, the overa ll performance of HRA is degraded, but 
because of other elements, the HRA still can fin ish the function. Then the 
fa ul ts are accommodated by the HRA without changing the contro ller or the 
mechan ica l structure. 
6.5.2 Current-driven classical controller 
The current-driven class ical controller will be tested fo llowing using the 
same design introduced in Section 6.4.3. Perfo rmances of the HRA and 
actuati on elements are shown in Fig. 6.36 and Fig. 6.37 respecti ve ly. 
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Very similar tends in the results can be fo und co mparing w ith the 
vo ltage-driven contro ller. The overa ll pos ition still can reach the setpo int 
when faults injected but the response is slower. The Bottom I element 
prov ides limited position output and Top I prov ides more than a hea lthy 
situation because both of them are pushed by the othe r set of e lements. 
6.5.3 Full order LQG controller 
The full order LQG contro ller as introduced in Section 6.4 .4 will be tested. 
Performances of the HRA and actuat ion e lements are shown in Fig. 6.3 8 and 
Fig. 6.39 respective ly. 
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The HRA still can reach the setpo int when fa ults inj ected into the Bottom I 
element, a lthough a s lower performance ca n be expected. Inside the HRA, 
Bottom I e lement wi ll prov ide limit pos ition output espec ially with short 
c ircui t and lockup faults, which wi ll be compensated by the Top I e lement. 
The other set of elements, i.e. Bottom 2 and Top 2, still share th e s imil ar 
perfo rmances. 
6.5.4 Mathematical reduction LQG controller 
The model reduct ion methods are then tes ted . Firs tly the ma thematica l 
method as introd uced in Secti on 6.4.5 is app lied. Performances of the HRA 
and actuati on e lements are shown in Fig. 6.40 and Fig . 6.4 1 respecti ve ly. 
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6.5.5 Physical reduction LQG controller 
The phys ical reduction method as introduced In Section 6.4.6 IS then 
applied . 
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Performances of the HRA and actuation e lements are shown in Fig. 6.42 and 
Fig. 6.43 respectively. Comparing the reduced order methods and the full 
order des ign, very s imilar performance can be seen. The HRA can reach the 
setpo int with a s lower response when fau lts are injected, whi ch means the 
failure in Bottom I e lement can be accommodated by the HRA without 
recon fi gurat ion. 
To have a clearer look at how the performances are degraded when fau lts 
happen using different kinds of contro llers, the performances will be listed 
and shown graph ica ll y in the next section. 
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6.6 Experimental Results - Brief Summary 
All experimental resu lts of the HRA using five kinds of controllers have 
been presented in Section 6.4 (healthy situation) and Section 6.5 (faults 
inj ected situations, i.e. open c ircuit, short circu it, lock up). From these 
results, it can be found that a ll contro llers can control the HRA we ll to reach 
the setpo int under both hea lthy and faults injected situations although 
different levels of degradation can be fou nd depending on different 
controllers and different fau lts. In th is section, detailed features o f the 
responses in different si tuations with different controllers are listed in order 
to have a clear compa ri son among d ifferent contro llers. The features li sted 
incl ude Steady-state Error (SE), Ri se time (RT), i.e. from 0 to 90%, Sett li ng 
time (ST), i.e. 5% tolerance, and Overshoot (OT). The res ults using fast 
design are listed firstly fo llowed by the s low design 's resu lts. 
6.6.1 Fast design 
All results of the fa st des ign have been shown in previous sections. Here, 
Tab le. 6.5 li sts some deta il ed features in time domain of both position and 
ve locity outputs us in g a ll five controllers under both healthy and three fault 
injected situations. Table . 6.6 gives ri se time of the position o utput separately. 
The va lue under a healthy situation us ing all five control lers are li sted (CV 
for C lass ica l Vo ltage-driven, CC for C lassica l Current-dri ven, OF for 
Optimal Full-order, OM for Optimal Mathematica l-reduction, OP for 
Opt imal Phys ical-reduct ion). Other va lues w ith fau lts injected are listed in 
percentage compared with the va lue under hea lthy situation so that the 
perfo rmance degradation can be seen clearly. Settling time of the pos ition 
output is listed in Table. 6.7 and peak ve loc ity is li sted in Table. 6.8 
respectively. 
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Table. 6.5 Performance offast controllers in healthy and faulty situatio ns 
Situations SE(mm) RT(s) ST(s) OS PV(mm/s) 
Classica l 
Voltage-Driven 
0 0. 18 0.77 32% 178 
Classica l 
Current-Driven 
0 0. 18 0.23 6% 174 
Healthy LQG 0 
Full-Order 
0. 18 0.35 36% ISO 
LQG 
0 0.18 
Mathematical-Reduction 
0.35 2S% ISO 
LQG 
Physical-Reduction 
0 O.IS 0.35 2S% ISO 
Class ical 
Voltage-Driven 
0 0.20 1.26 36% 165 
Classical 
Current-Driven 
0 0.22 0.28 6% 153 
Open LQG 
0 0. 19 0.41 39% 168 
circuit Full-Order 
LQG 
Mathematical-Reducti on 
0 0.20 0.41 3 1% 167 
LQG 
Physical-Reduction 
0 0.20 0.4 1 3 1% 167 
Classica l 
Voltage-Driven 
0 0.24 1.5 1 36% 122 
Classical 
Current -Dri Yen 
0 0.27 0.28 3% III 
Shon LQG 
0 0.24 0.49 32% 122 
circuit Full-Order 
LQG 
Mathematical-Reduction 
0 0.24 0.46 23% 123 
LQG 
0 0.24 
Physical-Reduction 
0.46 23% 123 
Class ical 
Voltage-Driven 
0 0.26 1.55 36% 115 
Classical 
Current-Driven 
0 0.28 0.30 3% 10S 
Lockup 
LQG 
Full-Order 
0 0.25 0.49 2S% 120 
LQG 
0 0.26 0.46 19% 116 
Mathematical-Reduction 
LQG 
0 0.26 0.46 19% 11 6 
Physical-Reduction 
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Table . 6.6 Rise time of fast contro llers in hea lthy and faulty s ituat ions 
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Tab le. 6.7 Settling time o f fast controllers in healthy and faulty s ituations 
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Table. 6.8 Peak ve locity of fas t contro llers in hea lthy and faulty s ituations 
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Due to the high gain des ign, the HRA can reach the setpoint using a ll fi ve 
contro ll ers under both healthy and fa ults injected situat ions. From the fo ur 
tables, it can be seen that the Classica l Vo ltage-driven contro ller performs 
slowest whi le the Classica l Current-driven contro ll er is the fastest. The CV 
contro ll er a lso degrades mostly when faults are inj ected. The other fo ur 
contro ll ers have simil ar degradation when fa ul ts are injected. Al l contro llers 
degrade mostly when the lockup fa ult happens and degrade least when the 
open c ircuit fault happens. 
6.6.2 Slow design 
A slow design of contro llers is introduced in Section 6.4.1 but only one 
result using class ica l vo ltage-driven contro ller is shown. The other fo ur 
kinds of controllers have been des igned using the CV contro ller as a 
reference (making the outputs s imi lar). All five controllers using slow des ign 
are listed in deta ils in th is secti on. 
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Table. 6.9 Performance of slow controllers in healthy and faulty situations 
Situations SE(mm) RT(s) ST(s) OS PV(mm/s) 
Classical 
Voltage-Driven 
0.65 1.31 1.77 0% 104.50 
Classical 
Current-Driven 
1.33 1.43 2.12 0% 90.00 
Healthy 
LQG 
0.39 0.96 1.07 1.97% 78.50 
Full-Order 
LQG 
Mathematical-Reduction 
0.25 0.83 0.95 0.55% 94.50 
LQG 
Physical-Reduction 
1.09 1.11 1.44 0% 82.50 
Classical 
Voltage-Driven 
0.75 1.42 2.02 0% 89.00 
Classical 
Current-Driven 
1.37 1.76 2.67 0% 700 
Open LQG 
0.28 1.02 1.15 0.54% 700 
circuit Full-Order 
LQG 
0.17 0.87 1.00 0% 91.00 
Mathematical-Reduction 
LQG 
1.31 1.20 1.68 0% 79.50 
Physical-Reduction 
Classical 
Voltage-Driven 
0.87 1.85 2.54 0% 750 
Classical 
Current-Driven 
1.61 2.19 3.15 0% 64.00 
Short LQG 
1.40 1.38 1.68 0% 61.00 
circuit Full-Order 
LQG 
Mathematical-Reduction 
1.52 1.22 1.56 0% 72.50 
LQG 
2.08 1.73 2.58 0% 63.50 
Physical-Reduction 
Classical 
Voltage-Driven 
0.97 2.05 2.78 0% 75.00 
Classical 
Current-Driven 
1.67 2.27 3.30 0% 64.00 
Lock LQG 
1.91 1.59 2.07 0% 55.00 
up Full-Order 
LQG 
1.85 1.42 1.91 0% 650 
Mathematical-Reduction 
LQG 
2.42 1.96 3.00 0% 61.00 
Physical-Reduction 
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Table. 6.1 0 Rise time of slow controllers in healthy and faulty situations 
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Table. 6.11 Settling time of slow controllers in healthy and faulty situations 
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Table. 6.12 Peak velocity of slow controllers in healthy and faulty situations 
Peak Velo<::ity 
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Same as the fast design, Table. 6.9 lists all the time domain features firstly 
and Table. 6.1 0 to Table. 6.12 show the rise time, settling time, and peak 
velocity separately. Using this slow design, the HRA can reach the setpoint 
under both healthy and fault injected situations. But due to the small gain of 
all controllers, the controller can not overcome the friction so that there is 
slight steady state error. All controllers are designed to have similar 
performances so that the listed features do not have bigger difference among 
different controllers. Under healthy, the optimal controllers perform a little 
better than classical controllers with faster response. But when faults are 
injected, the performance degrades more using optimal controllers than 
using classical controllers. In the fast design, it can be found that the 
performance does not degrade as much as in the slow design except the CV 
controller. This is due to the high gain control design. When the HRA 
response slower with faults injected, a high gain controller can produce 
higher control voltage so that the HRA can accommodate the faults more 
smoothly. But in the fast CV control design, a high gain integrator is 
included. This integration causes the overshoot and makes the HRA reach 
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the steady state slower, so that the degradation of the HRA is much higher 
than other four controllers. 
From these results, it can be concluded that the HRA can be controlled using 
both classical and optimal controllers. The HRA has the ability of fault 
tolerance without any reconfiguration when faults are injected into one 
actuation element benefit from the mechanical structure. When the number 
of redundancy increases, this ability of also will increase to be tolerant more 
number of elements' faults. It also can be concluded that the HRA will 
perform better using a high gain design with faster response and less 
degradation, but the high gain integration also could make the HRA more 
difficult to reach the steady state. 
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
WORK SUGGESTIONS 
The High Redundancy Actuator is a novel type actuation system 
for safety critical applications. By comprising a number of 
individual actuation elements, the HRA is configured and 
controlled in such a way that faults in individual elements are 
inherently accommodated without resulting in a failure of the 
complete actuation' system. The capability of fault tolerance 
provided by the HRA ensures the safety and stability of the whole 
system, which may well be timely from an industrial viewpoint. 
The research works about the HRA introduced in this thesis 
include modelling, control design, simulation and hardware 
demonstrator. The content and contribution of each chapter will 
first be summarised in this chapter, and then some suggestions for 
future studies are given. 
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7.1 Conclusion 
The thesis started with an introduction about the HRA approach. In the HRA, 
a large number of actuation elements work together as a single actuator. Any 
individual actuation element would not have enough power to satisfy the 
performance requirements. Travel, velocity and force of the actuator 
elements are added up depending on the exact configuration, and together 
they exceed the requirements by a certain margin (determined by the 
designer). Element failures will lead to performance degradation depending 
on the fault and the configuration. However, the dimensioning is such that 
the remaining actuators can still satisfY the performance requirements, so 
that the system remains operational. This approach is very different from 
existing fault tolerant control system approaches in that it engages a more 
complicated mechanical structure rather than a more complex control 
structure. Neither FDI nor reconfiguration is necessary in this approach. By 
removing the possibility of failure in FDI or reconfiguration and 
accommodating failures in individual actuation elements, the HRA can avoid 
failing to finish its function and, in doing so, provides a higher reliability of 
the whole actuator system. The research described in this thesis spans three 
main areas: Concepts and Configurations, Control, and Demonstration. Each 
of these is summarised. 
The second chapter introduces a . literature survey, which verifies that the 
HRA approach is very different from existing fault tolerant control system 
approaches. The traditional Fault Tolerant Control system uses a relatively 
small number of "control channels" to provide functional redundancy, 
possibly supported by analytical redundancy but almost invariably involving 
fault detection and isolation and sometimes reconfiguration of the control 
action. Four main components are included in the scheme: the plant itself 
(including sensors and actuators), the fault detection and isolation (FDI) unit, 
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the feedback (or feed-forward) controller, and the supervision system. 
Techniques about the FOr, reconfiguration control and robust control are 
introduced in Section 2.2. Combining these techniques, a design progress of 
fault tolerant system is introduced in Section 2.3. The HRA proposes an 
alternative route to fault tolerant actuation by engaging a relatively complex 
mechanical structure so that FDI or reconfiguration is not necessary. But the 
approach also introduces new research challenges as concluded in Section 
2.4: how to connect the redundancy actuation elements, and how to control 
such a complex configuration. Both questions will be answered in the thesis 
using both simulation studies and hardware demonstrator. 
A modelling study is introduced in Chapter 3 to explore some features of 
some mechanical structures so that an optimizing structure can be used for 
the control study and hardware demonstration. Using electro-mechanical 
actuation technology, an individual actuator is firstly modelled in Simulink 
as well as three kinds of actuator faults: open circuit, short circuit and lockup. 
All three kinds offaults will cause a failure ofthe individual actuator, which 
are needed to be accommodated in a HRA. Two basic configurations, series 
and parallel configurations, are then modelled and tested under healthy and 
faults injected situations. By adding up the output of each individual element, 
the series configuration can provide a higher output for both position and 
velocity, while the parallel configuration can perfonn better for force output. 
The faults injected studies illustrate that the series configuration is sensitive 
to an open circuit fault (force capability loss) and the parallel configuration 
is sensitive to a lockup fault (travel capability loss), but the open circuit fault 
is easier to be accommodated especially when the load's mass (inertia) is not 
very big. Then, two HRA structures, parallel-in-series and series-in-parallel, 
can be got and modelled at the two-by-two level by comprising both parallel 
and series configurations. Both structures can double the position, velocity 
and force outputs compared with an individual actuator. When there is only 
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one faulty element (open circuit or lockup), both structures will not fail 
although performance degradation can be expected. When there are two 
faulty elements, the performance will depend on the positions of the faults. 
Because the PS structure comprises two parallel and one series 
configurations, it will be more sensitive to the lockup faults. The SP 
structure will be more sensitive to the open circuit fault because it comprises 
two series and one parallel configurations. Considering that the open circuit 
(force loss) is more easily accommodated than the lockup (travelling loss), 
the two-by-two series-in-parallel structure is a better structure. It is also will 
be used for the control design studies which are introduced in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 4, an open loop robust analysis in frequency domain is firstly 
given based on the state-space model of the two-by-two SP structure. The 
analysis shows that the structure's frequency domain features will not 
change much when faults are injected until the whole structure fails. This 
demonstrates that, in a HRA, faults can be accommodated by the mechanical 
structure so that it gives a wide range of possible controllers. Two control 
structures are then introduced: the first contains only one controller (global 
controller) based on the feedback information of the overall HRA, which is 
called a voltage-driven structure; the second uses local controllers based on 
the feedback information of each element. Since current control is used for 
the local controllers, the second control structure is called current-driven 
structure. Position feedback control using both classical and optimal (LQG) 
algorithms is applied. When applying LQG control algorithms, repeated 
dynamics in the state-space model causes mathematical problems for 
MATLAB to calculate the control regulator. Three approaches are applied to 
avoid this problem: parameter variation, the balanced realization truncation 
(mathematical reduction) and the physical reduction. Together with the two 
classical approaches (voltage-driven and current-driven), all five controllers 
work well and similarly under a healthy situation using the voltage-driven 
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classical controller as a benchmark. 
The five controllers are compared under both time and frequency domains in 
Chapter 5. A healthy situation is firstly listed. As introduced in Chapter 4, all 
controllers are designed using the voltage-driven classical controller as a 
benchmark so that no big difference will be found. When the three kinds of 
faults introduced in Chapter 3 are injected (assuming one faulty element), 
the controllers are unchanged (i.e. no reconfiguration). All five controllers 
show performance degradation but still can finish the tracking function. 
Among the three kinds of faults, the lockup fault causes the worst 
performance degradation to all five controllers, while the open circuit fault 
causes least degradation. For the five controllers, it is difficult to find the 
best one by estimating the performance degradation under faults injected 
situations. Different controller is sensitive to different fault. For example, the 
optimal controllers are very sensitive to the open circuit fault because they 
take much longer time to reach the steady state when open circuit happens. 
Also the result may be changed when using different design of controllers, 
but these simulation test results demonstrate a fault tolerance ability of an 
HRA under different kinds of faults. 
Based on the simulation studies, a lab-scale hardware demonstration HRA is 
built up engaging a two-by-two series-in-parallel mechanical structure. It is 
controlled in real time by an xPC Target system using both classical and 
optimal controllers. The world's first HRA (albeit with relatively low levels 
of actuation elements) allows verification of the simulation results (both 
open and closed loop) and proves that it is viable to control such an actuator 
without recourse to overly complicated controller designs or indeed 
controller reconfiguration. Two sets of controllers are designed, the low gain 
set and the high gain set. The low gain set controllers are firstly designed to 
avoid any permanent damage to the hardware. Then a set of controllers using 
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higher gain and full ability of the actuation elements are designed. When 
using the high gain set of controllers, the voltage-driven classical controller 
is no longer the benchmark and the other four controllers will perform faster. 
The experimental results show that the hardware HRA is easily to be 
controlled and can provide the fault tolerant ability without any 
reconfiguration, although performance degradation will happen. For the 
controller design, it can be concluded that the HRA will perform better using 
a high gain design with faster response and less degradation. In the fast 
design, the classical voltage-driven controller, which is the simplest control 
algorithm, performs worst (with slowest response and biggest degradation). 
The classical current-driven controller performs similarly with optimal 
controllers although the current-driven controller requires current sensors 
while the optimal controllers are model based which make the design 
progress complicated. In the optimal controllers, the physical reduction 
method could be concluded as the best approach because it can avoid the full 
order modal which could be very complicated when the number of elements 
inside the HRA goes higher while providing a similar performance with the 
full order and mathematical reduction algorithms. Based on all these results, 
it can be concluded that the fast design of the classical current-driven 
controller and the optimal physical reduction controllers are better choices 
fortheHRA. 
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7.2 Suggestion for Further Work 
The work introduced in this thesis has provided an important start for the 
High Redundancy Actuator research. Relatively simple mechanical 
structures as well as control structures are considered. The choices of faults 
are limited as well. Some future studies could include: using different types 
of actuation elements, e.g. electro-magnetic actuation; studies about some 
more kinds of faults; extending the mechanical structure to comprise a 
relatively large number of elements, e.g. four-by-four, and finally a 
hundred-by-hundred structure can be considered; robust control and force 
feedback control studies. A health monitoring system is also required. The 
FDI is not necessary in the HRA, but it is still can be used to monitor the 
system so that people can look after the actuation system carefully. Another 
choice could be a performance degradation monitoring system so that the 
HRA can be replaced before the performance become unacceptable. Some 
industry application studies also are necessary. Although some mechanical 
structures and controllability of the HRA have been studied, the research is 
not application specific. Some industry application studies, e.g. flight control 
system, railway active suspension system, will be very useful to explore 
whether the HRA can improve the performances in a real world. A software 
demonstrator could be developed to show the performance with high levels 
of redundancy, and also for the application studies. Work on some of these 
aspects is continuing via an EPSRC funded research project. 
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Hardware Technical Specification 
Technical specification and performance of the DC servo motor 
Technical Specification 
Maximum supply 
40Vdc 
Maximum continuous 
14Ncm 
voltage torque 
Motor voltage 10.3 
Motor torque constant 9NcmlA 
constant V.lOOOrpm 
Maximum peak 
36Ncm Mechanical time 20ms 
torque constant 
Rotor inertia 0.2l4kgcm2 Terminal resistance 7.80hms 
Rotor inductance 5.0mH Rotor construction ironless 
Commutation carbon Bearings ball 
Maximum axial force l5N Maximum radial force lOON 
Mass 1.03Kg 
Performance @24Vdc 
No load speed 2300rpm Rated speed 1600rpm 
Rated torque 12Ncm Peak torque 27Ncm 
Technical specification of the mechanical actuator 
Positioning accuracy 
0.004mm Positioning 0.04mm 
reproducibility 
Running parallelism O.Olmm Backlash O.Olmm 
Starting torque OANcm Maximum Running l60mmls Velocity 
Lead of ball screw 2mm Overall length 204mm 
Mass 0.28Kg 
Technical specification of the encoder 
Line count options 500 Supply voltage 5Vdc 
Output signal Dual track Signal format TTL 
Max. output frequency 100kHz Max. acceleration 250kradisec2 
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Appendix 2 
Mechanical Design of the Hardware 
HRA 
Plan view of the hardware 2x2 HRA 
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Simulink Model Library 
The DC motor linear model 
EM' ~~~~----------------------------~ 
The linear individual electro-mechanical actuator model 
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The non-linear individual electro-mechanical actuator model 
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xPC Target Model Library 
Test of individual actuator 
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Classical voltage-driven control of individual actuator 
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Classical current-driven control of individual actuator 
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Continuous-time LQG control of individual actuator 
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TestofHRA 
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Classical voltage-driven control ofHRA 
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Classical current-driven control of HRA 
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Full order LQG control of HRA 
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Model reduction LQG control ofHRA 
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xPC Target Control Strategies 
Individual Actuator State-space Model 
%Individual actuator state-space model (1I10) 
%x = [i thita(dot) thita xs(dot) xs xl (dot) xl]' 
%y = [i xl]' 
%u= [Va] 
%A 
A = [-RarmlLarm -KelLarm 0 0 0 00; 
%B 
Kt/Jm -Cm/Jm -n"2*KmlJm 0 n*Km/Jm 0 0; 
0100000; 
00 Km*n!Ms -CslMs (-Ks-Km)lMs CslMs KslMs; 
000 I 000; 
o 0 0 CslM Ks/M -CslM -KslM; 
00000 1 0]; 
B = [llLarm- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0- 0]-, , , , , , , 
%C 
C = [0 0 0 00 1 0; 0 000 0 0 I]; 
%D 
D = [0; 0]; 
%continuous-time model 
sys = ss(A, B, C, D); 
%discrete-time model 
sysd = c2d(sys, Ts); 
[Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd] = ssdata(sysd); 
Appendix 5 
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Discrete-time LQG Control for Individual Actuator 
%State-space model for tracking system 
%xl =[x e(int)l' where e = r - xl 
%AI 
Al =A; 
AI(l :8,8) = 0; 
AI(8, 1:7) = 0; 
AI(8, 7) = -I; 
%BI 
BI =B; 
BI(8,1)=0; 
%CI 
Cl = C; 
CI(:,8)=0; 
%DJ 
DI =D; 
%sysl 
sysl = ss(AI, BI, Cl, DJ); 
sysld = c2d (sysl, Ts); 
[Aal, Bbl, CeI, Ddl] = ssdata(sysld); 
%LQR regulator 
Q = I e-I *eye(8); 
Q(8,8) = le7; 
R = le-I; 
K = dlgr(Aal, Bbl, Q, R, 0); 
%Kalman Filter regulator 
Qn= I; 
236 
Rn = eye(2); 
[kest,Ld,Pd,Mdl = kalman(sysd,Qn,Rn,O); 
Ll = Ld(:, I); 
L2 = Ld(:, 2); 
xPC Target Control Strategies 
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Continuous-time LQG Control for Individual Actuator 
%State-space model for tracking system 
%xl=[x e(int)]' where e = r - xl 
%AI 
Al = Aa; 
AI(l:4, 4) = 0; 
AI(4,1:3)=0; 
AI(4, 3) = -I; 
%BI 
BI =Bb; 
BI(4,1)=0; 
%CI 
Cl = Cc; 
CI(:, 4) = 0; 
%DI 
D1 = Dd; 
%sysl 
sysl = ss(AI, BI, Cl, 01); 
%LQR regulator 
Q= le-l*eye(4); 
Q(4,4) = le13; 
R = le-I; 
K = Iqr(sysl, Q, R); 
%Kalman Filter regulator 
Qn= I; 
Rn = eye(2); 
[kest,L,Pp] = kalman(sysb,Qn,Rn,O); 
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L1 = L(:, 1); 
L2 = L(:, 2); 
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State-space Model for Two-by-Two Series-in-Parallel HRA 
%State-space model (H20) 
%x = [ibl thitab 1 (dot) thitabl xbsl(dot) xbsl xtml(dot) xtml it! thitat!(dot) 
thitatl xtm I (dot) xtml ib2 thitab2(dot) thitab2 xbs2(dot) xbs2 xtml(dot) 
xtm2 it2 thitat2(dot) thitat2 xtm2(dot) xtm2 xl(dot) xl]' 
%y = [xl' xl] 
%u= [Va] 
%A 
A = [-RarmILarrn -KelLarrn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000; 
Kt/Jm -Cm/Jm -n*n*Km/Jm 0 n*Km/Jm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 
000000; 
o lOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
00 Km'nlMs -CslMs (-Ks-Km)lMs CslMs KslMs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000000000; 
o 0 0 lOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
o 0 0 CslMm KslMm -CslMm (-Ks-Km)lMm 0 0 -n*KmlMm 0 
KmlMm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 lOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 -RarmlLarrn -KelLarrn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 -n*Km/Jm Kt/Jm -Cm/Jm -n*n*Km/Jm 0 n*Km/Jm 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
000000 KmlMs 0 0 Km*nlMs -CslMs (-Ks-Km)lMs 0 0000000 
o 0 0 0 CslMs Ks/Ms; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -RarmlLarrn -KelLarrn 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Kt/Jm -Cm/Jm -n*n*Km/Jm 0 n*Km/Jm 0 0 0 
000000; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lOO 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0; 
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00000000000000 Km*n!Ms -CslMs (-Ks-Km)lMs CslMs 
KslMs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
000000000000000 CslMm KslMm -CslMm (-Ks-Km)lMm 0 
o -n*KmlMm 0 KmlMm 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
0000000000000000000 -RarmlLarm -KelLarm 0 0 000; 
o 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -n*Krn/Jm KtJJm -Cm/Jm 
-n*n*Krn/Jm 0 n*Km/Jm 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 KmlMs 0 0 Km*n!Ms -Cs/Ms 
(-Ks-Km)lMs CslMs KslMs; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CslM KslM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CslM KslM 
-2*Cs/M -2*KslM; 
0000000000000000000000001~; 
%B 
B=[llLarm'O' 0'0'0'0' O' llLarm'O' O' 0'0' llLarm'O' 0'0'0'0'0' 
""'" "'" ""'" 
lILarm' O· O· O· O· O· 0]' , , , , , , , 
%C 
C = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0; 
0000000000000000000000000 1]; 
%Dd 
D = [0; 0]; 
%continuous-time model 
sys = ss(A, B, C, D); 
%discrete-time model 
sysd = c2d(sysm, Ts); 
[Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd] = ssdata(sysd); 
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Full Order LQG Control for Two-by-Two Series-in-Parallel 
HRA 
%State-space model after minim realization 
sysm = minreal(sys); 
[Am, Bm,Cm, Dm] = ssdata (sysm); 
%State-space model for tracking system 
%xl=[x e(int)l' where e = r - xl 
%AI 
Al = Am; 
AI(I :25,25) = 0; 
AI(25, 1:24) = -Cm(2, :); 
AI(25, 25) = 0; 
%BI 
BI =Bm; 
BI(25, I) = 0; 
%CI 
Cl = Cm; 
Cl(:, 25) = 0; 
%D1 
DI =Dm; 
%sysl 
sysl = ss(Al, Bl,Cl, DI); 
%LQR regulator 
Q=le-2*eye(25); 
Q(25,25)=1 e7; 
R=I; 
K=lqrd(Al, Bl, Q, R, Ts); 
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%Kalman Filter regulator 
Qn=l; 
Rn=O.O l*eye(2); 
[kest,L,P] = kalman(sysd,Qn,Rn,O); 
Ll = L(:, I); 
L2 =L(:, 2); 
xPC Target Control Strategies 
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xPC Target Control Strategies 
Mathematical Model Reduction LQG Control for 
1\vo-by-1\vo Series-in-Parallel HRA 
%State-space model after balanced realization truncation 
sysm ~ minreal(sys); 
sysb ~ balancmr(sysm,8); 
[Aaa, Bbb, Ccc, Odd] = ssdata(sysb); 
%State-space model for tracking system 
%xl=[x e(int)l' where e = r - xl 
%AI 
Al = Aaa; 
AI(l :9,9) = 0; 
AI(9, 1:8) = -Ccc(2, :); 
AI(9, 9) = 0; 
%BI 
BI = Bbb; 
BI(9,1)=0; 
%CI 
Cl = Ccc; 
CI(:, 9) = 0; 
%01 
01 = Odd; 
%sysl 
sysl = ss(AI, BI, Cl, 01); 
%LQR regulator 
Q=le-2*eye(9); 
Q(9,9)= le7; 
R=I; 
K=lqr(sysl, Q, R); 
%Kalman Filter regulator 
Qn=l; 
Rn=O.OI *eye(2); 
[kest,L,P] = kalman(sysb,Qn,Rn,O); 
L1 =L(:, I); 
L2 = L(:, 2); 
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xPC Target Control Strategies 
Physical Model Reduction LQG Coutrol for 1\vo-by-1\vo 
Series-in-Parallel HRA 
%Physical reduction state-space model (H20) 
%x = [i thita(dot) thita xs(dot) xs xl (dot) xl]' 
%y = [i xl)' 
%u= [Va] 
. %A 
A = [-RarmlLarm -Kel1arm 00000; 
%B 
KtlJm -Cm/Jm -nA2*Km/Jm 0 n*Km/Jm 0 0; 
0100000; 
00 Km*nlMs -CslMs (-Ks-Km)/Ms CslMs KslMs; 
000 I 000; 
o 0 0 CslM KslM -Cs/M -KslM; 
00000 I 0]; 
B = 4*[ll1arm' O· O· O· O· O· 0]' 
""" , 
%C 
C = [0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0; 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0.5]; 
%D 
D = [0; 0]; 
%sys 
sys = ss(A, B, C, D); 
%State-space model for tracking system 
%xl =[x e(int)]' where e = r - xl 
%AI 
Al =A; 
AI(I :8,8) = 0; 
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AI(8,1:7)=0; 
AI(8, 7) = -I; 
%BI 
BI =B; 
BI(8,1)=0; 
%CI 
Cl =C; 
CI(:,8)=0; 
%D1 
01 =0; 
%sysl 
sysl = ss(AI, BI, Cl, 01); 
%LQR regulator 
Q = le-3*eye(8); 
Q(8,8) = le7; 
R= I; 
K = Iqr(sysl, Q, R); 
%Kalman Filter 
Qn = I; 
Rn = 0.01 *eye(2); 
[kest,L,Pp] = kalman(sys,Qn,Rn,O); 
L1 =L(:, 1); 
L2 = L(:, 2); 
xPC Target Control Strategies 
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